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INTR,ODUCTION
Innovation is increasingly becoming considered as a key factor for competitiveness
and economic growth. At the same time there is a oonc€rn that while Europe may be
good in fundamental researcll it s€ems to be less effective in exploiting and applying
new technologies than some of its major competitors.
ln mass markets and strategic product areas the US and Japan apparently are more
suesful in reaping the economic benefits which result from carrying new
technological opportunities through the innovation chain.
Reoognizing this situation, the Council adoptd in the beginning of 1989, the
Commission's proposal to launch the main phase of SPRINT (Strategic Programme
for lNnovation and Technologr Transfer)ttl with a five-year duration, from 1989 till
the end of 1993, and a budget of 90 MECU.
It also required the Commission to present to the Council, the Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee, after 30 months of implementation of the
programmg a report assessing the results achieved.
To assist in the preparation of this mid-term report the Commission appointed a
Panel of independent erperts, acknowledged in the field of innovation and technolory
transfer. Its mandate was to review the objectives, priority linqs of action, results
achieved and to make recommendations concerning both current actions and possible
future developments of the programme. The Panel conducted its review between
November 191 and May 1992. The Panel report presenting its findings and
recommendations is attached under Annex.
In addition to the conclusions and recommendations of the Panel" the Commission
used s€veral other inputs in establishing the under$ing report. Notably the findings of
trro independent evaluation studies covering two of the longer-running principal
actions. These suweys had been commissioned parallel to the activities of the Panel,
to which the preliminary lindingp were made available. Also the opinion of the
Committee foi Innovation and Technolog Transfer, which assists the Commission
with the implementation of SPRINT, on the Panel review and the two evaluation
studies has been taken into account, as well as the feedback of the Commission
services responsible for the implementation of the programme.
The structure of the present report is as follows : Paragraph 2 provides a description
of SPRINT and its evblution through time. Paragraph 3 reviews the objectives, priority
lines of actions and the implementation of the programme so far. Finally, Ptragraph 4
pres€nts proposals for possible future derrelopments of the programme, wirich appeqr
necessary in the light of the results and recent changes in the technological economic
and political environment in Europe. Th"y can be implemented within the context of
the current Council Decision.
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THE PR.OFTLE OF SPRINT
The SPRINT programme was launched in December 1983 as a three-year pilot
programme. It was then called "Plan for the transnational development of the
supporting infrastructure for innovation and technologt transfer"(2). With a limited
budget (10 MECU over 3 years), it had an eryloratory character. The pilot
programme focussed on the dwelopment of transnational linkages and cooperation
between innovation support services, and the creation of a favourable environment for
the innovative efforts of small and medium-sized firms in the Community.
In 1987, on the basis of the results achieved till then the Council decidedol to prolong
by two years the pilot phase with an additiond budget of 8.6 MECU, to extend
marginally its lines of action and to rename it SPRINT (Snategic Progmmme for
Iwtovatbn and Techrclog Tmrufer).
The current main phase of SPRINT was launched in 1989. The objectives were
further broadened as follows :
I to strengthen the innovative capacity of European producers of goods and
services, with a view to the 1993 Single Market;
II to promote rapid penetration by new technologies and the dissemination of
innovation throughout the economic fabric of the Community;
m to enhance the effectiveness and coherence of existing instruments and policieg
whether regional, national or Community-wide, in the field of innovation and
technolory transfer.
In order to achieve these objectives the Commission, in aocordance with the main
lines of action indicated in the Council Decision, has concentrated its activities on
three areas :
t the development of lnnovatlon support seirlcrs and their corresponding
European infrastructure (see S 2.5 to 2.9 below),
scc Council Decision 83/62A/EEC in OJ No L 353 of December 15, 1983 p. 12
sec Council DecisionST /307 /EEC in OJ No L 153 of June t3, lW p. 45
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I the demonstratlon of intra-Community technolory transfer and technologr
acquisition (see $ 2.10),
t the improvement of knowledge on the innovation pr@ess, systems and policies
at Community, national and regional lwels (see $ 2.11).
Moreover as the oljectives for SPRINT set by the Council are very wide in scope, but
the budget is relatively restricted, the programme's actions can be neither of exiensive
nor intensive nature. This impties that SPRINT had to be implemented as a learning
programme, with particular emphasis on actions which are experimental, catalytic oi
demonstrative of best practice.
2.5 The main reasons for focussing on lnnovatlon support senices are : on the one hand
the notion that firms, notably those of small and medium size with limited resources,
need to be able to rely on outside expertise and resources to facilitate their innovation
and technolory acquisition efforts; on the other hand that these services and their
degree of professionalism are unevenly distributed across the Community.
(2)
(3)
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Activities concentrated on the following types of services : technolory brokerage and
liaison, dissemination of technological information, regional innovation assistance,
financing of innovation, innoration management functions such as intellectual
propcrty rightq value andysi+ desigt and quality management.
In order to derrelop these services and their corresponding European infrastructure
SPRINT has supported various types of actiong in particular :
. the establishment of transnational linkages betrreen organizations providing
these services - the so-called "tcchmlog trrnsfer servlccs networls" - working
in oooperation and disseminating best practice in their fields;
t the launching of cxperlmentel schemes;
' the setting up ofworklnggroups for exchangingexperiences.
As regards netnorls of teclnolog transfer scrvlcer, SPRINT currently supports 60
netwo;ks involving in total more than 300 technolory brokerage and liaison services.
The organizations in these networks are cooperating to facilitate transnational
acquisition of technolory f companies or to establish technological cooperation
benreen them.
SPRINT also supports 55 networks of research and technologr organizations (RTOs),
mainh collective sectoral research @ntres such as the Industrial Research
Associations in United Kingdom, the'Centres techniques industriels" in France and
the 'industrielle Forschungsgemeinschaften' in Germany - grouping in total 200.such
organizationg i.e. one ttfud of all such centres in Europe,- in either traditional
iniipstries such as construction, textiles, wood or concerned with generic technologies
such as information technologies and optronics. The organizations in these networks
are working together to disseminate technological information and to promote the
adoption by firms of advanced manufacturing technologies and quality management
procedures.
In addition the programme has supported the establishment of the EUROTECH
network which - bt'inge together twelve national research and developm_ent
organizations induding eNVen (F), British Technologt Gloup (UK),. CDTI (E),
CI{n 19, Fraunhofer Ges€flschaft (D), TNO (NL), etc. to exchange enperience and to
develop cross-licensing
SPRINT was also instrumental in launching the European Association for Contract
Research Organization (EACRO), which currently gathers more than fifty-contract
res€arch organizations in Europe. The aim of this macro networlg similarly- to the
European Venture Capital ^association (EVCA) and the European-{ssociation for
the Tiansfer of Technologies, Industrial Information and Innovation (TII), which were
launched during the pilofphase of the programme, is to become the.forum in Euro-pe
for the organizitioniit r"iresents and io plovide them with the services necessary for
their dwelopment such astraining exchange of information, etc.
With the same objective in mind, the progtamme also has been promoting the
exchange of elperiehce, the comparison of work methods, the establishment o-f qtlaliq
standar?s by innovation support services in Europe through goup visits, professional
exchanges and transfer of know-how seminars.
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2.8 As regards the oryerlmentrl schemc three such initiatives have been launched in
recent years of which two in the area of financing innovation, notably the Technologl
Performance Financing and the Transnational Investment Fora.
Technologr Performance Financing aims to facilitate the financing of the acquisition
of new technolory by making the payment dependent on the technologr producing the
benefits claimed for it.
Under the TPF scheme, SPRJNT supports a core gfoup of major European banks and
financid institutions to promote the technique, f underwriting a proportion of the
risk finance which they make to technologl suppliers under TPF projects and by
providing a commercial and technical framework within which to operate.
Transnational Investment Fora bring together entrepreneurs of innovative growth
companies from several Member Stateg looking for sources of funding with financierg
also from serreral Member Stateg looking for investment opportunities.
The third such experimental scheme is the Science Park Consultancy Initiative which
enables local and regional authorities to better desigr and plan Science Parks and
Innovation Centres by providing them with European elpertise and best practice in
the area.
2.9 Worklng gmups have been established in the the fields of regional innovation
assistance on the one hand, and, on the other hand, innovation management
techniques such as technolory auditing value analysis, design, quality and
management of intellectual property rights. They are concerned with identi$ing and
exchanging best practice in these areas, training providers of innovation support
services in the application of such techniques and creating awareness of the economic
benefits associated with the application of such techniques. An example of an action
within this third aim is the European Communiry Desrgn Prize competition which was
held in 1990 and 1992.
2.10 As regards the second main strand of activities, i.e. demonstration of actual intra-
Community technologl transfer and acquisition, SPRINT has supported large scale,
industrially relevant, experimental projects which are concerned with the transfer and
adaptation of exisling technologies in sectors and regions of the Community other
than those in which they are currently used. These projects are designed to prbvide a
comprehensive approach to large scale technologr transfer and serve as
demonstrations of best practice in this area. Their inclusion in SPRINT was dictated
by the following main considerations:
' p"ny avatlable new technologies are not as widely used as they might be. Their
introduction into certain, often traditional, industrial sectors and certain firms,
especially small and medium-sized ones, is slower than it could be. This is often
due to lack of relevant information on their economic advantages and on the
proper way toimplement them. This general reluctance to risk ind change can
in many cases be overcome by appropriate targeted demonstration exercises.
' classical technologr demonstration projerts, while providing working examples
of technical innovations, are not usually organized to ansrier firmst questions
about the practicalities of implementation (e.g. how to integrate theni into an
exigting production set-up, modification of -distribution Jhannels, staff re-
t{alnT& etc.). 
- 
There is a growing need for companies to be provided with a
global demand-led approach for adopting new t-echnologies covering all the
aspects mentioned above, not just technical performance.
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. in certain regions or industrial s@tors, groups of companies have common
innovation oi modernization needs, whose solution is to be found in another
C-ommunity region or sector. Eryerience shows that these needs often have to
be pointed out to companies, especidly SMEs in traditional sectors, and that
such companies require guidance during the modernization pfocess. This may
involve some adaptation of available technologies to specific requirements
which may represent an innovation in itself.
I introduction of new technologies poses ryecific problems, especially when
different 'agents' from two or more countries are involved. Multi-agent
applications normally make use of a wide mh of technologies and_rely on a high
dllee of cooperation and interaction among participants. 
_ 
In such-. cases
ryiea$ing innovations more widely and l9apting technologies calls for
elperiments invohing dl parties concerned. There are many such 
-examples inthi various Member-states and it is essential that the Community dimension is
taken into a@ount to avoid duplication of effort and incompatibility of technical
solutions.
Although projects can be from any industrial s€ctor and involve any newly-available
technolory, the focus has been on broad spectrum technologies (e.g: information
technologieS biotechnolory, advanced manufacturing technolory) ald the
modernisation of traditional industries. Many projects have also been aimed at
answering the needs of society and have involved health care issues (e.g. introducing
nerw technologl into products for the disabled) or environmental concerns such as
water treatment or urban engineering.
Projects are undertaken in phases, starting with the definition p-!ras9, followed by the
implementation and dissemination phases. So far two caqs for 
-proposals fordeiinition phases have been launched-, one in 1989 and one in 1990, resultit-g in
support toi lO definition phases, each ranging benreen 4 and 9 months. These
delirition phases are expecied to lead to 14lo 18 implementation phases which will
last between one and two years and require an average Community support of
1 MECU.
2.11 The need to improve the understanding of the lnnovatlon pnocesses and systems and
to increase the concertatlon betrreen the Member States and the Commission is
spurred by the drastic changes which are taking plrye_in the competitive environment
oi innovaiing firms in Europe. Examples of such changes are the emergence of a
Singte Mar-ket, the internationalization and globalization of technological
derrilopment, the application of new managcrial and organzltional-principlgs in
compahies and the ilianging relationships in industrial cooperation-and competition.
As i onsequence of these iransformations, there is a growing need for information,
amongst public and private actors, to enable them to respond successfully to this
changing technological and competitive environment.
For this reason Council Decision 89/286/F,F:C has given a mandate to SPRINT to
establish the European Innovation Monitoring System (EIMS) to improve innovation
monitoring in Europe. More specifically the aims of EIMS are to improve:
a) the understTding of the basic mechanisms and developments of innovation
proce$es in Europe;
b) the systematic monitoring of the capabilities, strategies, activities andperformance
- 
of priblic and private act-org related to technological innovation and diffusion in
Europe;
c)
d)
-6
the identification and dissemination of best practice in managing and supporting
toctrnological innovation and diftrsion - as well as major obstacles to their suee$;
and
the impact assessrnent of public policies on technological innovation and diffusion.
3
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The focus of EIMS is on applied research. EIMS aims to produce knowledge that can
effectively support the decisions of policy makers, at regional" national and
Community levet suppliers of innovation support services and innovating firms.
A Call for Tender was launched with the intention of establishing a pool of experts
and research institutions to carry out the various tasks required. This resulted in the
selection, in April 1991, of 53 teams ryread acrossl Europe having expertise in
innovation research.
An example of the on-going projects is the preparation together with EUROSTAT
and in cl6se collaboratiSn *Itit dnco, of thd ci.rnunity Iinovation surueys p.o$i
to be launched at the end of 1992, beginning of 1993. It will result in a seiies of
coordinated national survey$ covering the innovative capabilities and strategies of
European firms as well as the diffusion of technologies and the applicat-ion of
innovation management techniques.
In addition to the EIMS which is concerned with innovation monitoring and research,
SPRINT has supported a set of activities, which partly alreudy started during the pilot
phasg to exchange knowledge and experience between the Member Stat* and- the
Commission concerning innovation support services and innovation and technolory
transfer policies so as to increase the coherence and effec{iveness of public policies in
these areas.
Examples of topics which received particular attention are :
' RegronalTechnologAdvisorylnfrastructures,
t Innovation Management Consultancy systems,
' Promotion of quality management.
In-general for each of those topics a European-wide survey and evaluation of national
public and semi-public measures or incentives is carried out. Its results are then
discussed in workshops wjth the concerned polisy makers at national and regional
level, aiming-at brokering best pr.actice in the ielat6d fields. If and when need be] pilot
transnational cooperative activities are launched with community support, is a
practical eryeriment after the workshops.
ASSESSMENT OF' THE PROGRAMME
The review Panel felt strongly. that there is a clear need for a comprehensive
C,ommunity action.pro.gramme-rn lhe field of innovation and technolory transfer,fTuPinS gn thg adoption of technologies which are new to firms. The ulTimat" goui
of all such action in the economic and industrial sphere is to improve Euro"pe's
competitiveng:s, a- goal reiterated at Maastricht. To achieve this objective me"ru."s to
PPport llt" d"qqPment ef technologr.must go hand in hand'with policies that
T"reary the. capabilities of firms to acquire and use technologies which' are new tothern. In this regard, Community programmes such as SPRINF which are concerned
wrth creating the conditions in which businesses, especially SMEs, take up new
3.2
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tochnologl, should be regarded as complementary to other Community, nation"l 
"$regional-ictions, notabf thc specifiC technologl__generation programmes of the
Cd'rnmunity R&D Framework l{ogramme. The efficiency of actjons which Promote
the industiid eryloitation of research resulrc can be increased if efforts are also
dedfoated to imlroving the dimate for innovation , notably the infrastructures,
s€Nviacs and urpily of -risk capital for the uptake of. new technologies- W fhg'- Tpartirrlar innorntiirg SMEs. If* type of policy requires a systems and demand-led
ipproaclr" combining different measursl in an integrated way.
fu regards the objectives of the prograrnme, the lwiew confirmed their
appropiiateness also i"fing into aaount majol ghalges in $e economic and-political
eirvironment such as the gradual realization of the Internal Market, the establishment
of thc European Economic Space and the reforms in Central and Eastern Europe.
As regards the first main line of action, i.e. measures to develop innoration slPport
services and their corresponding European infrastructure, the Panel, and the two
independent evaluation st'-udies rEferred to under 1.3, came to the conclusion that in
geneiat, and given the resources allocated, these measu,res have contributed
iignifrcantty to-creating and strengthening the European Infrastructure supporting
in-novation-and technology transfer. As a consequence it is felt that other innovation
support serviceg such is engineering consultancies or university-Tdu:tp liaison
seiiiices, could usefully be coniidered.- Assistance to such networks should continue
but should be timitedio their launch and establishment. It should not provide long-
tenn support.
3.4 The evaluation also indicated that in order for the networks to be more effective with
respect to promoting the adoption of new technologies by firms, more focus should be
puf on stini,ulating tf,e demand by firms for the services these networks provide.
The Science Park Consultancy Scheme is seen as an interesting scheme yhop
methodology implies a clear Comqumty added value and wlich could-easily be
extended t6-othdr actions. This methodoiory involves the use of centres of expertise
within the Community to assist the less experienced to derrelop their ideas and plans,
especially when they concern large-scale capital projects.
Technologl Performance Financing is considered a promising exPeriment 
.which
should be-continued and carefully honitored. The scheme embodies a number of
interesting features, potentially applicable to future actions :
. risk sharing between producers of technolory, users and financial institutiong
. the possibiiity, if the elperiment is successifu[ that it couJ$ be adopted.-in.a
simihr or different form - by financial institutions on a wide-spread basis. As
such the scheme embodies an exit stratesf and a capacity for large scale
application of the technique dweloped from the experiment.
ln order to further increase effectiveness of some of the above schemes (e.g. network
of Research and Technolory Organizations, Science Park Consultancy Scheme) from
a cohesion point of vi& t-he Commission will explore some modifications
rmmmended Uy tt e Panel, mainly of an operational natuie, such as more emphasis
on arrangementi facilitating systematic transfer of know-how between the more and
the less orperienced.
The C,ommission also propos€s a special effort to extend the use of these measures to
the Five New Ldnder indthe EFTA countries, these latter ones within the context of
European Economic Space Agreement when ratified.
3.5
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3.9 As regards the demonstration projects for intra-community innovation transfer, the
rerrierw has indicated that this action ling which has been of an elperimental nature so
far, har been largely sueessfirl and should be strengthened. As a result of the trro
calls and the sucoessful natur€ of the eryeriment a iubstantial momentum has been
bu4t u.p, lloyever this will fade away if the barch of existing proj€cts is not soon
replenirhed with nen, ones. It is therefore proposed to launcll in ig9:], a third call for
proposals to acornmodate nes' ryecifrc projects. As SPRD.IT oomes to completion atthe end of 1993 $e coreryonding ies6urces which may be necessary for irc
continuation in 1994 (the period -until the adoption df the 4th Fr;mework
hogramme) ma.y be propory{ in !t^r9 form of an annual aocompanying action (APAS).Any amount to.be proposed {or !99a wil-be evalualed by refirencelo the bidgetary@ntraints in existenoe when the Commission,s 1994 PDB-is prepared.
3.10 As r"gTdt the third main line of action, i.e. measures to improve the understanding of
innovation and enhance the effectivengf 
-o{ existing innovation and technoliry
lransfer. poli"i"*' the evaluators focussed their attention mainly on the EuropeanInnovation Monitoring Systery (EIl\,lS), which started to become bperational in iggt.
They considered EIMS central to the SPRINT programme for several reasons :
' it provides a basis for the dwelopment of knowledge about both the innovation
and technology acqgis{ion process at the lerrel of the enterprise, the sectors and
regions and about the impact of policy measures to foster innovation.
' within SPRINT, EIMS draws knowledge from other actions, provides feedback
on the better operation of these actions and generates arid tests ideas for
possible future actions.
' in finq_c_l9ryly !gk"d to poticy dwelopment at Community and Member Stateleve[ EIMS o$"o- the- proryect_ ol assisting other programmes at the
Community, national and-regio_nallq"t, 
"r 
wellis in othe'r d6graphical areas,for example those covered byPI{ARE and EFTA countries. ' -
The Commission will take into a@ount the recommendations of the panel as regards
the future development of EIMS :
' the scheme must be more international in its orientation, not limiting itself toco.mmunity 
, but also taking into account those of the US, iapan and
other Asian countries;
- the scheme should be closely linked with other c-ommunity actions;
- the scheme should pay full regard to the regional and sectoral dimensions of
innovation.
3.11Finally, the review also indicated that many of the aqlo.ns currently implemented 6ySPRINT are very management intensive. fhe Commission will 
"*fitoii'*"ir to meett!t" progr. amme's- 
-hea-vy ."n"g"-"nt demandg for example throush somedeoentralization of the follow-up of the management of these actions.
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4. PROPOSAIII FOR UIIIRE DEVEII)PMEI{TS OT flTE PN.OGRAMME
In addition to assessing thc programme's ob.ioctives and current major ac'tion lineg the
Panel madc a number of recommcndations ar regards the futu;e derrelopment of
SPRINT, in particular its operating printiples and possible new areas for
futurc sunvc,ys and pilot adions within the context of tlie current Council Decision.
As regards the operating prircipleq the Commission shall only propose action of
which the oblectivesr by reason ofthe scale or efrocts ofthe proloied-action, can be
better adtieved if this action iE carried out at Community level rather than by the
Member States.- As-suefi thc Commission, will further stiengthen the brokerage of
bert practioe, 
-th" titk sharing between the Member States and itself as relardsthe transnational dimension and the coordination of policies and
instruments.
Also the existing demand-orientatro-n 9f the programme should be reinforced through
actions to raise,avarenesg partiillarly alllong SMEs, about the need to adopt new
technologies and innovate and the availability of support measures and services.
Atfgg"4t new areas for future $uwelrs and possible pilot initiatives within the current
SPRINT actiong the following issues have been recommended by the Panel for the
attention of the Commission:
r the role and importance of the regional innovation systems and technologr
transfer infr astructures;
' the role and mechanisms of innovation and technolory transfer in the new
democracies of C.cntral and Eastern Europe;
t largefrrrrn lsmalllirmtechnologrlinks;
t the role of New Technologl Based Firms (NTBFs) both as sources and carriers
of innwation, with partiorlar attention being pard to the financing of these
businesses;
' innovation relating to the environment, cities and health services;
I the re-orientation of defense related enterprises and the civil eryloitation of
defense technolory.
The Commission will consider the panel's recommendations inthe light of the
principle that it shall only take action of which the objectives, by reason of ihe scale or
efrects of the proposed actioru can be better achierred if the action is carried at
C.ommunity lerrel rather than by the Member States.
5. CONCLUSION
The Commission onsiders a Programme such as SPRINT, concerned with creating the
conditions in which blsinesseg especially SMEq take up new technolory, an important
action for improving the climate for innovation in the Community.
During-the first-three years since the launch of the main phase of SPRINT implementation
of the three main strands of action, as specified in the Council Decision, has wbl a&anced.
Those which were launched under the pilot phase, such as the derrelopment of innovation
support services and their ffiastnrcture, are obviously further advanced, but significant
progress has been made in the implementation of the irew initiatives such as the-specific
Projects for demonstrating intra-Community technolog transfer and acquisition aird the
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European Innovation Monitoring System of which the bases are now finnly in place and a
certain momentum has been reached.
In additioq some new and related initiatives such as the Science Park Consultancy and
TechnologyPerformance Financing Schernes have been launched 9n a-n e'xperimental basis.
One oartfrrhrly notable featue ii the increasing emphasis on the demand'led approach
and thc way oinpanies and end-users are beginning io play a signifrcant role throughout
theprogramme.
During the remainder of the main phase the C,ommission will further advance the
implerfientation of the progranrme abn! the lines ryecified by the Council Decision. It will
th&eby take into amunt-the reommendations, indicated in the prwious Pages, resulting
from tf,e mid-term review, either for modifying some operationd aspects of current actions
to improve their effoctiveness or launchingiur""yt and, within the c.urrent SPRINT actions,
possihe pilot initiatives in new areas ryurred bythe changes which are taking place in the
Lconomii, social and political environment.
The Commission considers the reommendations as very valuable and orpresses its
recognition for them to the Review Panel.
The present communication together with the Annex is addressed 
-to the European
Parliament, the Council and the-Economic and Social C;ommittee complying with article 8
of the Council Decision of 17 April 1989 related to the main phase of the SPRINT
programma
aaaltrat'ata
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Intsoduction
This report presents the fudingp of an irdependent review of the SPRINT (Stntegic
Prognmme for Innovation and Technology Trarufer) programme. The review was
undertaken by a panel of experts, dtaird by Mr Pierre Aignin, with a mardate to:
coruller SPRINTs obiectives;
rcview the rnain action lines;
a$ress the impact of the proglamme in relation to its cost; ard to
recommend possible modificatioru to the pro$amme.
The SPRINT Programme
Originany hurrhed as a pilot programme in l*13 the current phase of SPRJNT
started in 19$ with a 90 MECU budget for a fiveyear prognmrn€. The development
of SPRINT reflects a concern within the Community that although its fundammtal
researctr is cotutderd to be of high quality, in rehtion to competitor regioru Europe
is less effective at applying rpw technologies.
In seeking to help runedy this situation the Community has laurrhed a series of
actions, tlpoe nroet specif,cally addressing innovation, technology transfer and
diffrrslon hlling under the SFRINT pmoFamme. Thir p-gnmme has thrce rnain
obirdves:
to strrengthen the innovaHve capacity of European enterprises;
to promote rapid ptomodon of new technolog;r throughout the Community;
ard
to enhancc the effecdvenese of exisdng innovation atd technology trarufer
support msasunes, wlrether regional, national or Community.
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In ils dirussions, the panel adopted the following definitiors of the innovation
Process:
produd innoution is the commercialisation of a technologically changed
product. Technological change ocrun when the design characteristics of the
product change in ways which deliver new or improved sewices.
prmess innoution occun when there is a significant change in the technology
of production of an item. This may involve new equipment, new rnanagement
and organisation methods, or both.
diffusion is the way in which innovatiors spread, through rnarket or non-
market channels. Without diffirsion, an innovation will have no economic
impact.
(iv) trhnobg tmnsfer, was taken by the panel to include all activities concerned
with the transformation of new technology into innovation and the various
means by which hchnologkal knowledge is spread.
The SPRINT prcgramme coruists of a range of linlced grouF of actions, as follows.
Network mearurcs
The primary aim of these measur€s is to improve the infrastructure supporting
innovation and technology trarufer by encouraging through financiral assistarrce, the
forrnation and opetation of networks of experts and organisatiors across national
boundaries. The main measureo comprise:
the tntcrflrn icdrnologlcd ooopcretion nctworkr, drawn from a variety of
differmt gpes of organisatiors, have members from public and private
s€ctors, principally innovation coruultants and technology brokers, who are
corrcerned with assisting firms (p,redominantly SMEs) to forur technological
collaboradoru. Network partkipants involve 250 oqganirtioru and in the
t€cent perid SPRINT has laid tleat stre$ on the condtrsion of agreements
(iii)
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between the firms assisted by network members. tnderd this has become the
key measure for success ard is taken into account in determining the level of
support to each networli;
rcrcerch md tcchnology oryimi!.tion netwckr nToe) comprise groups of
mainly indushhl research organisations, like industrial research associations
and cmtres techniques indwtriels. Support is gnnted towards a specific
proiert carried out by network rrembers on a collaborative basis and typical
proirts include the adapadon of a partiorlar piece of technology for
application among firms linlcd to RTo members, or the testing and evaluation
of a technique for a specific application. Each proiect must have a
disseminatlon stage aimed at introducing the technology/technique into
commercial practice;
the rcicncc perk cmrultrncy rhcme provides support for prospective or new
rience perks or similar technology oriented property rhemes to gain access
tro Eurcpen exFrtB in order to help ensure the adoption of best pnctice in
thb field.
In addldon SPRINT has helped in the establishment of networls of important
acbn ln tts fieH of ac'llvlty, for example covering contract research
oqganisadoru GAcRo) ard ptrblk sector oqpnisatioru responsible for
comurerdallsing the r€rulte of ptrblidy fuded R&D GLTRCITECH). Also it
has aponsored a rante of initiatives and events ainud at encounging
technology baneftr interuredlaries to share uperie!rce and increase the del
flow betrueen them.
Sp€cific Proiertg
Under the Spectf,c Proirta dreme financial assistance is proviled for the
dweloprnent, adaptadon ard transfer of exicting technologies into another sector or
rqgion to that in which tlcy are anrrently applied. The receiving sectors tend to be
tradidonal inftrcHeg or to have a strong social dtnrnsion (health care, environmental
prctec{lon etc). Proierts arc urdertakfn in pha$s commencint with definitlon and
lll
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needs assessment, and continuing support is based on the outcome of the Prior stage'
These projects are designd to serve as demorstrations of b€st Practice in
transnational technology trarsfer, encompassing not only the technical asprts of
transfer b'ut also the management aspects as s€en from the perspective of other end-
users.
Technology perforrnance fi nancing ffPF)
The TPF scheme is o<perimenlal in nattrre, its aim being to exPlore new ways of
financing innovation. It is a scheme where the risla of investment in new technology
are shared between us€ls, the producers of the technology and financial institutioru.
As far as users ane concerned payment for the technology is in part deperdent on its
performarrce, as measured agairst pre-agreed milestones. The pilot scheme has
attracted considerable interet hom finarcial institutions through whom it is
administered. Under the pilot SPRJNT will underwrite some of the risk involved.
Measures to improve the practice and understanding of innovation and technoloty
transfer
Identification, development and assessment of best practice in this field b eupportd
by :r range of srnall€cale nreasures. They irrlude international confermces and
lreminan, comparatlve etudic and the sponsorship of prizes. Areas of interest
include innovation Eunagemmt, design, value analysis and quality rnanagement.
The Etropcm lnnovedon nonltorlng ryelcm GIMS) aims to gmerate reliable
inforrnation as a foundation for the formulation of innovation policies at Comrmrnity,
national and regional level. By supporting research, training and contact between
those concerned with policy developmmt and evalrration it is b'uilding up a
knowledge base about the irurovation process and about the effectiveness of
innovation support m€asures, and helping to estrblish centres of excellence in
research lnto lnnovation.
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The panel's assessment of SPRINT was conducted through analysis of statistics and
documentary rnaterial (irrluding the interim output of evaluation studies on two of
the network actions), presentations fiom and discussiors with officials responsible for
the programme, atd consultatioru in panel membes'repective counFies with those
who have experience of the prognmmeand/ora sourd knowledgeof innovation and
terhnology Fansfer. This summary of the main fuidings and conclusioru arising from
the review is divided into ttuee patu, tlre first dealing with the programme as a
whole and its relevance within overall Community policy, the second presenting
comments on the main action lines and the third providing guidelines for the future
development of the prognmme.
The SPRINT Proerarnme
The panel was of a sttong view that the Community needs a distinct programme in
the field of innovation and technology hansfer. If Community action in the
economlc ard industrial sphere is to contribute effectively to an improvement in
Europe's compedtiveness, a goal rciterated at Maastrkht, then it must encompass not
only measures to increase the rate of developnrent of technology btrt also policies
which will increase the rate of applkation. It is through application of new
technology to Products and proceoeo that improved competitivenese will ultimately
be achieved. In the light of its view of the importarce of innovation ard technology
trarcfer ard its iudgement that pardcular difficulties are errountercd in the SME
sector thepand supportd theoverall philooophy of SPRINT - oreating theconditioru
in which b,usinesses, especially SMEs, talce up new technology and so become more
effident ard effec{ve. In thb regard SPRINT should be regarded as a crmplernent
to other Commutty actloru in the economic and irdustrial sphere, most notably the
RTD Framework Programme.
The panel was made aware of the possibiDty that SPRINT might, rnainly for
adminlshative reasons, be integrated lnto the Fnmework hogramme. It was unable
to comnrent on the reasons for such a change. though it appreciated that indiryctly
benefis could accrue, nmt partictrlarly in tenns of improving the lir*s with
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technology development activitie and raising SPRINT's profile (especially in the
Commission itself where knowledge of the Programme is often poor). The main
danger of integration is that it would dilute the distirrtive nature of the SPRINT
programme and is emphasis on innovation and technology transfer. It cautioned the
Commission to ensure that this distirrtivmess is not lost.
The panel gave full consideration to the view that SPRINT appears a disparate
programmg comprising many (often small-scale) actions, many of them experimental
in nature. It iudged that such a view was a superficial one, based on
misunderstanding;s about the process of innovation and technology transfer and
SPRINT's role in relation to that process. For several reasons SPRINT would
necesarily have to continue to comprise a number of action lines and to innovate:
innovation with business and other organisations can involve many
component activities, including strategic planning, technology assessment,
organisational change management development, technical training and
accesing technology itseU and the finance to develop new technology.
Successful innovation requires the systematic integration of all these elements.
A key role of SPRINT is to help to lackle deficiencies in each of the component
activitie that comprise the innovation process and to insease competmce in
their interpretation. Necesarily this involves a variety of actions;
SPRINT ts a demard-led programme in the sense that it respords to the nds
of innovating organisatioru. However, it cannot be passive; it mwt seeh
through a variety of instnirrpnb, to raise awareness about the need for
innovation and what the prccess entails;
within Member States, partiodarly at regional level, there is an irrreasing
corrern with innovation and growth in the number of organisations involved
in innovation support As new needs ernerge SPRINT must respord to the
changes in the support environment, filling taps and, nnre importantly,
encounging and assisting in the transfer of best practice in measures to
support innovation and technology tsansfer;
(i)
(ii)
(iil)
(iv)
(v)
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innovation is substantially a response to changes in the external environment,
for example new competitive pressures brought about by emerging industrial
powers, the identification of new environmental issues, structural change (for
irstance caused by reductions in defence o<penditures) and new social
concerns like urban problems. There must be scope for SPRINT to repond
to these changing needs ard again this demands a programme with
considerable fl odbility;
finally, to be effective SPRINT must seek to inlluerre ard support a range of
actors involved in the innovaEon process, including firms and other
innovating organisatiors, producers of new technology, financial instihrtions,
technology transfer atents and policymaken. Again, this necessitates an
armoury of actions.
Overall, the panel considered SPRJNT to be a worthwhile prognmme, with
appropriate obiectives and actions. In relation to its btrdget it was iudged to have a
significant impact. In view of these conclusions ard the importance of the field in
which SPRINT operat6, the panel fult that an expansion of the progamrne was fully
iustifid.
Assessment of irdividual actions
SN|E proiars
The panel coruHeted this action to have been mccessful in terms of its impact on the
partie involved ln each proicrt ard to have the potential to achieve a subsantial
demorutration effect. It recommended that the action should be exparded but that
some modificatioru be made, in partkulan
a rcduction in the time horlzon for proiects in order to gmerate a rnore npid
impac$
gr€ater finarcial involvement from the outset of those finru that will
eventually benefit from the supported proiect;
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more emphasis on clusters of proirts around partiarlar sectors or technologies
or around partiarlar issues in order to increase the demonstration effect.
Netatork moasutes
As regads the tsenrnetiond nctworkr of intcrfirn technologicd coopcrelion the
panel had the benefit of interim output from an evaluation study. On the basis of this
and its own deliberatiors the panel iodged that while this action had had
considerable success, particularly in arcounging much more collabontion, this
success was qualified. In particular the goal of technological agreements had diverted
attention and effort from building competence among technology transfer agenls. The
panel therefore recommended that the programme should be continued b'ut ndically
reoriented, with l€ss emphasis on agreements anrC much more on training of actors,
exchange of experience and the linking of networks.
The RTO nctrvorks ocheme, also the subiect of an external evaluation, was judged to
have been more successful in meeting the objectives with virtually all participating
RTOs (partiorlarly the less experienced) gaining in competence as a consequence of
involvenrent. The projerts themselve had generally been conducted well though
there was limitd evidence of dissemination to end users - the ultirnate aim of the
ac6on.
The panel corsidered that this aspect could be remedied by putting more emphasis
on the dissemination stage of proFtts ard recommended that SPRINT give more
attendon to this at proirt definition ard appraisal stage. It also proposed that a more
strate$c dimension should be introduced, for eHmple, correntrating groups of
proirts in partkular sectors. Finally, more emphasis should be given to assisting
inexperierred RTOs to develop their skills
The ricncc perk conrulhncy rchcnc was well regarded by the panel. Its use of
centres of apertise to asslgt the less experierred ard its emphasis on the proper
planning and assessment of large-ccale capital proierts were thought to be the
strengths of the scheme. Moreover it had had a large impact in terms of raising the
profile of SPRINT. Reservations were expressed about some aspects of ttre scheme's
t7
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operating principles ard it was recomrnended that SPRINT give more attention to
assessing experts and msuring that the teams that are constructed for particular
proicts have the necess.lry nnge of skills and experierre.
Technolog prfonunce fituncing
While this pilot action was at too early a stage to ass€ss the panel were attracted by
some of the featues it embodies, in partiadar the risk sharing arrangement and the
fact that if successful there is a good poesibility that it will be adopted by financial
irstitutions on a large scale, without the need for external support. The panel felt
that because of these features the scheme justified the considerable financial risks
involved and should be carefully evaluated at an appropriate time.
Malsurc:s to improw the understanding and grclke of innowtbn and trhnology transfa
The panel considerd these actiors to be very important to SPRINT and was
supportve of the idea that such types of actions should be extended, for example to
cover a wider range of aspects of innovation rnanagement. It was suggested that
Elt{S in parfnilar offered the prospect of enabling SPRINT to become the focal point
of centrcs of excellerre in the lnnowdon support and technolog;l hansfer ffeld. In
order to help achieve this goal the panel recommmdd that the scheme should be:
a catalyst fur other Community servlces involved in innovation and
technology trarufer related activities
more international ln orientation
better linkd with other Community actiors
pay mor€ r€Frd to the regional dinrension of innovation support
used rnorc as a moans of nlsing the p,rofile and reputation of SPRINT more
gmerally.
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Future development of SPRINT
The panel did not feel it appropriate to make proposals about specific new proposals
that should be laurrhed by SPRINT. Rather it coruidered that it could rnake a more
worthwhile contribution by providint some guidelines which will assist the
Commission in developing future actions. The propoeed guideline are sumrnarised
as follows:
more emphasis should be gvm to the tcting arul development of new
approaches to irurovation support and promotion and less to actions which
require long-term support
SPRINT should become more international in orientation in support of its
development as a centre of excellence in its field
the existing demand-orientation of the protnmme should be reinforced
through actions to raise awaren€ss, particuhrly among SMES, about the need
for innovation, the complexity of the process entailed ard the availability of
support measunes and serviceo
there must be a preparedness to operate at regional and sectonl levels
colhboration betr'veen SPRINT and national innovation prcmodon
organirtioru should be str€ngthened whenever appropriate
the Commission must €nsure that SPRINT is adequately staffed, or otherwise
rrsourced, to meet the heavy managernent dernands of its prognmrne
SPRINT ibelf must avoid spreading its rnanagement resources too thinly
more effort should be gven to helping inexperienced actort develop their
skills
xi z-r
. there should be more emphasis on the use of competition, rather than
colhboration, as a driving force for innovation
. consideration should be $ven to actions (particularly in the financing sphere)
that focus speciftally on new technology bas€d firms NTBk), a rnairr force
in innovation currently not covered by SPRINT
o SPRINT shoukl be provided with the resources to assist in innovation and
technology transfer in Central ard Eastern Europe.
.< (;
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INTRODUCTION
This document represents the fidingp of an independent review of the SPRINT
(Strategic Programme for lnnovation and Technology Tnrsfer) programme of the
Commission for the European Communities (the.Commission). The review was
corducted by a panel, who6e nam€! are given below, appointed by the Director
General of DGXIII of the Commission, with the help of the Committee for Innovation
and Technology Trarufer, the committee that assists the Commission with the
implementation of the SPRJNT prognmme.
Chairrnan:
Secretary:
Mr P Aigrain
Corseiller du President, Thonuon, France
Professor W Zegveld
Chairrnan, Organisation for Technology Assessment
The Netherlands
Mr M Bullock
Regional Director, Barclays Bank plc, keds, UK
Professor Ing. D A Martegani
Professor of MacNne Design
University of Padova, Ialy
Dr L Crespo
Director Genenl
Associacion Espanola de Nuevas Tecnologias, Spain
Dr H-J Hass
Director for Researctu Technology & Stnrchrnl Policy
Bundeverband der Deutschen lndustrie e. V. BDI, Gerrnany
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Theeconomicard managementcorsultants,SegalQuirreWicksteed Limited,assisted
in the Panel's secretariat function.
Brckgmund to eppointmcnt of pencl
The SPRINT proFamme was launched in lgtr) by the Council of European
Communities as a three year pilot programme in the field of innovation and
technology trarufer. The pilot programme was extmd"d by two years in lgEZ after
whkh the Council approved the laurrch of the current, main phase with a significantly
irrreas€d budget ard enlarged terms of refermce.
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Under Article 8 of the Council decision to launch the main phas€, the Commission is
required to pr€s€nt after 30 months of implementation of the programme a mid-term
report to the Courril, the Parliament ard the Economic and Social Committee,
assessing the progress achieved by the 
. 
rogramme to date arrl indicating possible
modificatioru. To assist it in the prcparadon of this report, the Commission
appointed a panel of indepetdent, aclnowledged aperts in the fieH of innovation
and technology Eansfer to review the programrne in the context of overall
Community innovation policy ard to make rrommerrlatioru for possible
amerdments. The panel corductd ie review betrreen November 1991 and May
l9L,and this report repreents its findings and recommendations to the Commission
Scopc of rcvicw md ncthodology
The parul was given a mandate to:
assess theobiectives of SPRINTin thecontoil of Community irurovation pollcy
and in the light of recent/brthcoming changes in the environnrent in Europe;
as{rclxr the p,riority lines of acdon pursued by SPRINT in vierv of the obiectives
of the programme;
aso€ss th€ r€sults achleved taking into acount the expmditure applied;
asltesE the beneffts resulttng from the implenrntation of the prognmnre at the
Community levet (Comnnmity added value)
propoee poseible rnodiffcadors to the programme, whkh appear neceesary in
the light of the above aseeasnrenb.
7.4
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3Although the rnandate required the panel to consider SPRINT within the context of
Community innovation policy, the main emphasis was upon the assessment of the
programm€ in the terms of its own obiectives. In view of recent and continuing
changes (technological, economk ad political) in the wider environment of
innovation the panel iudged that sone coruideration should also be glvm to broader
innovation issues, ircluding Eerds in technology and implicatioru for organisational
rnanagement ard structure. The changing political mvironment for Europe in respect
of both its internal and external relationshipo was also coruidered relevant to the
ass€ssmert, partlcularly in making rsommendations for the future direction of the
SPRINT prcgramne. These coruidentions are addressed in chapter three of this
rePort.
At the start of the review there was limited quantitative data available on the results
achieved by the various SPRINT progamme actions. lndependent evaluation studie
covering two of the longer-running, principal actions had therefore been
commissioned, ard the preliminary firdings of these shrdies were made available to
the panel in Febntary. In most othercas6, the actiors had not been running for long
mough to allow for full*cale evaluation.
The panel was appointd in November l9t, ard required to report by the end of the
followiltg April In view of the nature of avaihble informadory and tire time ard
resoutces derroted to the exertite, the panel decfotd to limit the scope of the revierv
to a prirnarily qnlitadve asseaement of the SPRINT programn€ based upon
inforrnadon rupplied by SPRINT offidals ard supplemmted by inforrnal enquiries at
national levd within panel monberrs' own countsies The panel rnet on five occasioru
and agreed at its finst meeting to structurc ite subeequmt sessioru arourd the need
to produce thls rcport, an outllne of which was agreed at the secord meeting
together with the work prognmrne. Prcsentatioru were sought from SPRINT offrcials
on the key acdon llnes, ard the rclationship of SPRINT to other Communtty
Programm6. The backgrourd lnforrnation supplied by SPRINT is sumrnarised in
Appendix A.
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Structurc of this leport
This chapter has briefly indicated the origiru of the SPRINT progmmme as well as of
the irdependmt review, and outlind the approach adopted by the panel. The
development of SPRINT and its kcy acdon lines aredecribd more fully in the next
chapter, whih the thlrd considen the wider innovation environment in which the
SPRINT prcgramme must op€rate, ard explores sorne of the k€y political,
technologkal ard rnarket trendt which will affect Community innovation policy in
the fuhrre. Chapter four covens the panel's assessnent of the obiectives of the
progrztmme, ard the effectivenes of the principal lines of action in the terms of those
obiectives. The panel's recommendatiors for change are given in the final chapter.
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SPRIhIT PROGRAMME
The purpose of this chapter is to set out the background and history of the SPRINT
Programrne, and to outline the principal lin6 of action and their evolution with time,
since both backgrourd and prognmure have changed subetantially sirre irreption.
It also seeks to enplore the urderlying philocophy and openting prirriples which
have influenced the Commisoion'e interpretation of the objectives set by the Council,
and consider the relatioruhip of SPRINT to otlrer Comnunity prognmrs which to
a greater or lesser extmt inclrde innovation ard technology trarsfer among their
activities.
Beckgrorurd end hlrtory of progrtnrmc
The SPRJNT progfilmme was hurrhed in December r9&3 as a threyear pilot
Programrne for the "transnational developnrent of the supporting infrastructure for
innovation arrl technolog;y trarsfet''. With a limited btrdget (10 MECTD it was largely
exptoratory in character, reflecting the recognition within the Community of the
economic and polidcal importance of its fieH of opention. The pilot progtirmme was
directd at promoting the npid pmetrration of nerv technologies throtrghout the
economies of Mm$er Sates thrulgh the developrnent ard transnationalisation of
innovadon support servlces, atd wtth partkrrlar emphasis on srnall ard medium
sized mterpr"se 6MEs). At the dnr not every Member State had simihr sets of
initiatives, and thele were marlced differmces in the levd of development of
innovation rupportservicesacrooo regiors. ThusSPRINT had a pioneering character,
and placed coruHerable emphasls on learning ard the trarsfer of ogedence.
The pilot Ptotrtmme was extelrded for a further two y€ars in 1987 with a btrdget of
8.6 MECU, ad slightly wider t€rme of refererre. At this time it acqptred its cunent
title - the Strategic Prcgrlamme br Inmvation ald Technology Trarufer, rcflecting the
irrreasing awarcnsxt within tlre Community of the importance and complexity of
irdustrial innovation.
2.4
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for a fiveyear The obiectives were further broadened as lbllows:
the innorntive capacity of European producen of goods and
with a view to the 19*l Single Marlce$
rapkt penefradon by new techrrclogies and the dissemination of
throughout the economic fabrtc of the Community;
to the effectiveness and coherence of existing irutruments and
policies, regional, national or Community, in the field of innovation
and trarufer.
Thee give SPRINT a unique character comparcd with other national or
Commuity in that it hasboth a vertical dirneruion, deriving from the first
two obiectives improvemmt of tlte stnategic capabilities of irurovating companies,
of technologbl diffirsion), ard a horizontal dimension, dedving
fromthethfud
Community).
(thederrelopment of a cohesive iruroyation strategy acloss the
of the SPRINT pogramme as outlird above reflects the irrreasing
concern within Community that althorgh Europe doe not lack bchnological or
scimtific in the creadon of rerv technologies, it is hr lecs effective than
compedtors (roubly the l,.lSA ard |apad at exploiting new
Modern reeearch lrdtcates that industrial innovadon is a higNy
compla, prcc€s whkh transcends traditional boundarieo, ard in which
the social, and political fiamework is as important ae rienBfic and
The situation is further complkat€d by the pace of change
The current,
and the
some of lB
technologies.
technological
imposed by
globalisation
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phase of SPRJNT was launched in 1989 with a budget of 90 MECU
npid advarre of technologSt, and hctors strh as the irrreasing
markets.
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As understanding of the industrial innovation process has improved, public action at
regional, national ard Community level has increased, but at different plc6, rhythm
and intensity, thus increasing th€ rbk of widerdivertence in actiors and the need for
Community m€asure to improve cohesion The rationale for public action in this
area derives from a perceived need fur measures to help btrild an innovation and
technology tnnsfer support infiasnrcture to enable companie to benefft from
available relounces, (technological, adrdsory and fuiancial) to assist with innovatioru
and to r€move barriers to the operation of rnarka mechanisms in relation to
technology trangfcn ard irdtrstrial inrpvation. This ntionale is based upon two
premises:
that industrial innovation ard diffusion of new technologies are decisive
factors in the achievement of technological competitiveness;
(b) that irdustsial innovation strongly benefito from technologkal linkages
behreen companies, and between companie and regional innovadon
infrastrufir€g.
The SPRINT programme actioru deriving from this rationale therefore emphasise
measurcsto mharrethe lnnovation environmentard infrastnrchrre with thcultimate
aimof increasingtechnologydiffusionboth within MemberSates ard hansnationally
withtn Europe. A further dimension b derived from the Fanel'g percepdon of the
lack of an tntegrated Communtty lnnovatlon policy, need for whkh b str€rythened
by the complodty of the proceses involved ard the pace of change imposed by
technological developmnts. Thete lcoues were brotrght out at Maastridrt where
competisvenece was highlithted a8 an obiective of Community policy, and
exploltadon of R&Dreruttcard innovadon werc r€cotnised as importrntcpntribtrtors
to the achlerrement of compeddveneco.
{
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and opereting principles of ection
The objectives SPRINT set by the Council are very wide in scope, br.t the budget
is relatively ricted. ln view of the :i ited resources available, the programme
initially concen ted on the support and development of intermediary structures(the
so-called trarufer on innovation support services), with the emphasis on
transnational boration. The undedying assumption was that development of
technological between firms are fundamental to irdustrial innovation, but
that lack of ex in collaboration, dirrtly or through intermediaries, was a
barrier to the of such linkage between SMEs. ln addition, the proces of
technology
to external
and acquisition by smaller firms was se€n to involve access
of competence in several domains including patenting, idea
generation,
management
regional level
conceived as
ernphasis on
practice. The
of technological opportunities, market appraisal and
The limited knowledge at Community, national and
the effectivenesc of policy measures was such that SPRINT was
learning pKrgrilmme for all participating actors, with particular
which were experimental, catalytic or demonstrative of best
focus in the pilot phase was on hansnational intermediary
infrastructures than specific technologie and the actioru launched during this
phase two designed to promote the formation of transnational networks of
providers of support seryices, such as technology brokers, developme.nt
agerries and and technology organisatiors, as well as a programme of
conferences a European dimmsion on technology trarsfer and innovation issues.
Following the launched during the pilot phase it became increasingly clear
that the process must operate over a relatively long timescale on account of
of the innovation process itser, and the differences between regioru
knowledge and infrastmchrre. With the launch of the main phase
therefore there was a shift in emphasis towards actioru which rnay
speed up the learning process, ard which specifically encounte hansnational
technology The Specific hoFrts action, consisting of large rale irdustrially
relevant trarufer projects, is indicative of this shift, since it is intendd to
provide best demorutratioru of transnational transfer of specific existing
technologies a
(including the
their successful acquisition and integration by the new end users
management of the organisational changes brought about
by the of the new technology).
3qel
2.10 Over time there has been an additional shift in focus from the early concentration on
the supply side of innovation - the availability of resources - towards the exploration
of ways in which the programme may ser* to stimulate dernand.
Curent actions
2.ll The complexity of the innovation proc€ss rnakes it difficult to classify irdividual
actioru strictly in relation to the SPRINT objectives, ard most actioru address more
than one of the proFamme's aims.
2.12 The actiors can however be considered in three groups:
measures to facilitate the diffusion of new technologies to companies;
measures to strengthen the European innovation and technology transfer
service infrastructure;
measure to improve the urderstanding of innovation ard technology transfer.
Measures to facilitate the diffusion of new technologie to companies
2.13 There are three main areas of acdon which fall into this group - the Specific Projerts
actiorL measurqr on inforrnation and finance for technological innovation, and
innovation services networks ard associated support m@sunes.
Spa:iftc Proia/;c
2J4 The Specific hoiects action is relatively recent, haring been introduced in the main
phase with a budget of 30 MECU. The ProF.cts selected under this action are
concerned with the trarufer and adaptation of existing technologies into another
s€ctor or region of the Community where they are not yet us€d, the adapation and
transfer repreenting the innovation rather than the technology itself. Although
projetts may involve any sector or technologf, most focus on 'broad spectmm'
technologies such as inforrnation technology or biotechnology. The receiving sectors
tend to be drawn fiom traditional irdustrial sectors or those with a strong social
dimension such as health care, environmental protection, urban engineering or water
(a)
(b)
,i
(c)
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marulgement.
associations,
to cost
in transnati technology trarufer, including not only the application of the
technology
successful
but also the whole nunagement process required to implement the
. The intention is to provide a comprehensive approach to large
scale trarufer which rnay h adopted as a model for simil,ar proiects in
other sectors The proiects also have a strong transnational dimension, and
are intended to te the effectiv€ness of collaboration between complementary
as companies, research organisations, consullants, financial
authorities, training instih,rtes etc.
In selecting a clear orientation towards the end-user was considered essential,
but both -led and technologydriven approaches were accepted. Two calls
resulting in acceptarrce of 29 projects for possible implementation,have been
with a ma drawn from the electronics and IT s€ctors. One hundred and fiftv
organisations involved, including large industrial rnanufacturers, SMEs, trade
authorities, arrC reserch arul education instihrtions. Implementation
of a proiect of three phases, the first of which (the definition phase) requires
a full feasi study together with recommerrlations for implemmtation. Following
evaluation by I anrC external ocperts with experience of other EC protrarrmes,
to the implementation and finally the dissemination phases.the project
P:oposals in the first call have now largely completed the definition phase,
and the of transition to implementation is urder way. It is expected that
about 4O% ot those selected for the definition phas€ will actually proceed to
partially on account of b'udget limiAtioru. Each proid is expected
one arui three million ECUs, and the EC contribution is limited to
75% ot the phase coats, and 35% of the implementation and dissemination
costs.
lnfonution for
therefore
3r
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projerts are designed to serve as demonstrations of best practice
innoution
2.r6 The ava of appropriate inforrnation is a key requirement for mccessful
irurovation, SMEs often experience difficulty in obtaining either. SPRINT
a range of measures to improve access to technological and
managerial
Organisations
primarity through its networks of Research and Technology
9s
2.17 RTOs are organisations which provide a range of services of interest to either a
particular industrial s€ctor, or to the usem of a particular technology, such as laser
technology, which may have applicatiors in several sectors. Services offered include
R&D, information on related sectors/technologies and establishment of norms and
starxdards. Such organisatioru represent an important resource for technology transfer
and innovation, and include public ard private sector organisatioru, with the
potential to influence every area of industry. As such, they were seen as ideal subiecS
for the second SPRINT action launched to encourage the developmmt of transnational
support networks and there are now some 55 networks involving approxirnately one
third of Community RTOs, ie about 200 organisatioru.
2.18 Both sectoral and technology based organlsations are repreeented, and the rnain airn
of the action initially was to foster trarsnatiorul cooperation and the demorutration
of best practice between such organisations within the Community. As the
programme has developed it has become more focused, with a treater emphasis on
the involvement of user companies and on the dissemination of technical and
economic information on new technologie. Proiects receiving support under the
rheme indude those involving specific development and the testing and evaluation
of technologies in order to determine those rnost effective for a partictrlar application.
2.19 The preliminary findings of an indeperdent evaluation of this action iruCicate that it
has been broadly successful in strengthening the innovation support infrastructure
and encouraglng a European dimension (ie the first obiective), althouth there is some
doubt that the networks will be self-sustaining partiorlarly where participants differ
in funding base or R&Dcapabilitie. RTOs tenC to fall into two groupo: those whose
furding derives primarily from comptrlsory private sector subccriptions ard/or public
funds, and those which are largely dependent on commercial income. The latter are
understandably more marlcet oriented in their activities, and often have developed
good international links, whereas the former tmd to be more research oriented. The
differences in funding terd to be reflected as well in technology diffusion capabilities,
with the rnarket oriented RTOs tending to be stronger in this respect. Netrrrorks
combining RTOs of differing R&D capabilities and funding bases tmd to give fewer
advantages to the stronger Pardes, gtvint rise to some doubts as to the attractiveness
of their remaining in such networks without continued SPRINT support.
ll
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2.20 Up till now the
other resources
has had less impact on the diffusion of new technologies and
firms, partly because of the length of time needed for networks to
establish good g relationships where no prior knowledge exists between the
participants, a partly because of the lack of priority given by some participants to
the diffusion
Finance lor innoution
There are two to facilitate access to finarrcial infornution and resources
the Technology Performance Financing rheme. lnvetment fora
provide a meeting ground between European investors and
innovative and a degree of selectivity is therefore encouraged in order to
maximise the
and national
CDII (Spain)
of achieving deals. The fora are organised by Community
ies such as the European Venhrre Capital Association (EVCA),
2.21
investrnent fora,
were intended
and the action
between 1991 a
ANVAR (France). The trial phase was considered to be successful,
continuing with 12 fora to be held throughout the Community
7993.
2.22 TheTechnology Performance Financing action is uperimental in nature. Technology
performance was developed in the USA to promote the uptake of modern
technology by ano organisatioru which are reistant to change. One of the
key elcments zuch resistarre ls the perceived risk of acquiring unproven modern
technology, rly sirrce significant financial investment is usually required.
Under perforrnance financing risks are shared by the financial irstitution
as well as the receiving organisation, since payment for the
technology, w
contingent on
can irrlude both equipment and services, is at least partially
2.23 SPRINT has hed a pilot rheme to obtain the active participation of a core group
of mapr institutions each to invest in a minimum of ten projects each over
two years.
fesibility in
aim is to gain experierre of such financing and to demorutrate its
with a view to establishing it as an accepted rnarket mechanism.
Under the SPRINT subsidises part of the appraisal and administradve costs
togetherand some of the losses which may arise from under-performarre
or default. The pilot rheme has attracted considerable interest, and the cor€ group
of financial institutions has been established.
and the
l3
lnnowtion senices netuorks and ax;ociated support measures
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2.24 The first action launched by SPRINT was the creation of transnational networks fc'r
technology transfer and innovation management advisory services, and this has
formed one of the main thrusts of the SPRINT prognrnme. The urrderlying
assumption is that in order to innovate successfully SMEs need access to information
and intermediaries, and that provision of innovation support services by such
intermediaries cirn be enhanced by develop,ment of trarsnational links. During the
pilot phase of the programme, the principle emphasis was on the establishment of
slable networks with a view to lorrg term self-sufficiency, but during the main phase
there has been more emphasis on the number of technology transfer agreements
achieved by the network.
2.25 The network participants now include some 250 organisations, and repres€nt a wide
range of character and experience and both private and public sector organisatiors
eg private consultants, local a'uthorities, rience parks and universities. The
preliminary findings of the recent inrCependent evaluation suggest that the action has
had been successful in the promotion of a tmnsnational infrastructure although it is
unlikely that the networks would continue to operate to the same extent in the
absence of SPRINT furding.
2.26 In terms of facilitating the difftsion of new technologies anC other resources to firms,
it would appear to date that many of the agreemmts reachd have been general
commercial agreements incorponting little significant technology transfer. However,
the lead tirne necessary to corrlude agreernents are often significant, arrC a
commercial agreement is often a first step towards b'r.rildrng mutual confidence and
achieving a genuine technology transfer arrangement.
sg
2.27 Finally, network support measures directed at fostering technology diffusion include
technology transfer days which are organised on a regional basis to put selected firms
seeking partners in other countries in touch with technology brokers from other
regioru. Brokers are informed about the paficipants in advance arrC therefore are
able to identify possible opportunities among their dients before the day. Experience
shows that each participating company usually achieves 4-5 bilateral meetings and
that approximately 10% of such meetings result in subsequent negotiations between
firms and technology brokers. With approximately 60 firms participating in a TT day,
this represents a very cost effective way of achieving technology transfer negotiations
and the programme is planned to continue to the end of 1993 at pres€nt. The
European Association for the Transfer of Technologies, Innovation anrC lndustrial
Information (usually abbreviated to TII) provided useful assistance during the initial
phase of these measures.
Measures to strengthen the European innovation and technology transfer service
infrastructure
2.28 The networks described above could clearly be considered in relation to this heading
as well, and it would have been more appropriate to do so in the early phas€s of their
development. The measures to be considered in this group are less concerned with
directly improving the flow of new technologies to companies, and include the
Science Park consultancy rheme, the creation of new networks, mesures to support
the developm€lrt and effectiverrcss of networks ard measures to increase the
penetration of new nunagement techniques.
Science Pa* Consultancy xhcme
2.29 The purpose of this action is to assist the promoters of rience parks to improve the
planning, and therefore the chances of zuctess, of new rience parks by supporting
the establishment of a panel of independent experts drawn primarily from other
Community countries. Under the rheme, the EC provides finarrcial support to the
promoten of a new rience park or incubator initiative for the establishment of a
panel of three to five independent advisers, of whom only one may be from the
countr,, in which the rierre park is to be located. Support is limited to 50% of the
panel's costs (75% in priority regiors), up to a maximum of 40000 ECUs per proirt
and 15 rnandays per expert. launched in 1990, a register of experts has been
l4
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compiled, and 52 applications have been identified for support, ranging from the
establishment of new multidixiplinary rrience parks to those with a sectoral
emphasis. About 40 projects ha've appointed their panel of experts, ard 18 have
completed the initial stages of the corcultrncy. Finarcial investment to date has been
low, b'ut the returns have already been encouraging and the action is a good
illustration of a low<ost, bottom-,up, catalytic ard irritative t)?e of approach with
possible applicatioru in other fiekls.
Daxlopmai of nn, netunrk
2.30 Two new networks have been launched under the main phase of the programme -
the European Association of Conhact Research Organisatiors (EACRO) and
ELIROTECH.
2.31 EACRO was established as a result of a study undertaken during the pilot phase of
SPRINT which identified contract research organisations as key agents for trans-
sectoral technology diffusion whfu:h had to that date a very national nurket. It is a
professional association, with sonre 50 members drawn from 10 countries. To date
it has established workint parties on matters such as the preparation of a code of
coruluct for the research professlon, and has initiated five tnnsnational cooperative
research Progritrnm€ with support from SPRINT. Training cours€s, seminars and
two international confererre have also been held. According to its members
international orimtation ard coope,ration between members has signifrcantly irrreased
since EACR9g creation.
2.32 ELJROTECH was laurrhed in 1988 as a pilot protramme to facilitate the cross
commercialisation of technology arising from res€arch in national (ptrblic) research
and developmmt organisatiors. Its memben irrlude British Technology Group (UK),
ANVAR Grance), CDTI (Spain), Fraunhofer{eellshaft (Germany). It reflects concern
over the coruiderable differences betr,veen Member States in the dissemination and
exploitation of publicly sponsored researrh, and the recognition that such
disseminatlon should not be umited by national boundaries. To date the main
activity within ELTRCIIECH (which now includes organisations from all Member
States excePt Luxembourg) hag lbeen the identification of best practke, anC the
transfer of know-how between organisatiorc notably between the more advanced
q/
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northern ones and the less experienced southern ones (thus strmgthening cohesion),
but more recent actions emphasise the need to achieve transnational licensing
agreements
Netunrk supprt measurr
2.33 These measures are intended to hcilitate the formation of networks and to improve
their operational efficacy prirnarily through the exchange of experience. The
measures corsist of group visits to introduce groups of intermediaries to the
innovation infrastmchrre in partictrlar regioru; professional exchanges to allow
intermediaries to gain experience of similar organisatiors' working methods; and
transfer of know-how seminars aimed prirnarily at reducing dirrepancies within the
Community in the level of experierre ard development in the provision of irurovation
support ard technology trarufer services.
Innotntion and managanunt tthniqua
2.y The identification, development and assessment of best practice in management
techniques which encoumge innovation and technology uptake by companies is seen
as being an important area for further development of the SPRINT programme eg
innovation diagnoois, value analysis, design and qrulity prcmotion techniques.
Particular emphaais is beiry given to creatint awarEnes of the economic benefis
associated with the zuccessful application of such technique in an integrated
"systanic" approactu Action in this area consists of a nnge of measures aimed at
developing both the supply of and demard for mch techniques throughout the
Commrurity. The actioru 
€{nploy a range of techniques irrluding international
conferrrres and seminarB, comparative studies, sponcoring of prizes, (guch as the
Communtty Design hize) and prodrrtion of specialtsed publicatioru.
Measures to improve the urderstanding of innovation and technology transfer
2.35 The group of actioru corsidered under this heading are primarily concemed with the
SPRJNT's third obictive - the enharrenrent of irurovation instrurnents and policies
at every level of the Community to give greater effectiveness and coherelre. The
actions corsist of measurcs to build up a lnowledge base for innovation and
t7
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technology transfer (the European Innovation Monitoring System - EIMS), to monitor
and evaluate SPRINT actions, ard to encourage the synergy of Community and
Member States' actions through the exchange of inforrnation and o<perience on
innovation policies and support meirsures.
European lnnoution Monitoring SWtm GIMS)
This action reflects the increasing need for reliable information as a fourdation for
formulating innovation policies in the face of the rnapr changes in the irurovatiorr
environment which are considered in more detail in the next chapter. Its main aims
are to collect and disseminate information on innovation and technology trarsfer, and
to organise a perrnanent and interactive system for the production and use of such
knowledge. This is to be achieved through the development of centres of excellence
for applied innovation reserch at a European level, the provision of a clearing house
for the results of relevant studie, and the development of a permanent Community
wide system for monitoring innovation perforrnance and processes on an industrial
and regional basis. Evaluation srudie of some of the main SPRINT actions have
already been commissioned urder this action.
Working groury
The Commission is assisted in the implementation of the SPRINT progtamme by the
Committee on Innovation ard Trarufer of Technology (CID whose members are
nominated by Member Sates. Working groups etablished by CIT aim to promote
the systematic exchange of aperierre between pollcy makers at national and
Community level, and also launch aperimentai actions, notably thos€ taken in the
field of innovation managernent techniques such as Design, Quality and Value
Analysis described above. Cutent working groups also include one on Industrial
Property Rights ard Innovation, which advises the Commission on measur?s to
overcorne obsacles to innovation arising from intellectual property issues, and
another on Re$onal Technology Mvisory Cmtres.
l8
Boundaries with other Community prryr.nrm€s
V:
2.38 As mentioned above, SPRJNT is part of a broad range of actions at regional, national
and Community level which include innovation and technology transfer among their
activities, but SPRINT is the only progrirmme which is concerned exclusively with all
aspects of innovation anrC technology transfer. The prirripal Community actioru
which have boundaries with SPRINT are the RDT Framework hogramme, the
Structtrral Furds, the SME Action Plan, and to some extent also the COMETT
Programme.
RDT Framework toEnamme
2.39 Although this programme is essentially concerned with precompetitive research,
there is an increasing emphasis on the utilisation of resulg and on the early
involvement of end-users, as a result of which programmes such as ESPRIT and
BRJTE (with the CRAFT initiative) include technology transfer ard diffusion activities
but only in relation to R&D which has been supported by the Community. Although
this focus is likely to increase following the Maastricht agreements thee progralnmes
are concerned primarily with partia&r RiLD projects. The prognnrm€s tmd to
opente over longer timescales than SPRINI, and involve larger scale projects. In this
respect there is a strong complemeniarity between SPRJNT and the specific
protramme of the FrameworkProgramrne in that the former is seeking to create the
cotrditions which will stimulate innovation and technology uptake by companies
while the latter ls seeking to promote the development of new technology which rnay
lead to a specific innovation.
Structural furds
2.n The Stnrctural Funds have been coruiderably augrnented in recent yeitls, ard they are
likely to play an increasingly important rcle in the development of innovation and
technology trarufer activities as ttrey move towards futding intangible investsnent as
well as regional infrastrrrcture. However, the actioru rernain firmly based on
fostering cohesion based on regional development ard the levelling of C.irrepancies
betrreen regioru. Some actions, mo6t notably STRIDE, have been specifrcally
concerned with lnnovation, btrt most stnrchrral actiors have lacked the tmrunational
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emphasis which characterizes SPRINT. However recent developments, including
INTERREG anrd ERDF trants on Networks and Urban Pilot Proiects have a strong
transnational dimension which includes innovation support and technology transfer.
It seems likely that there will be irrreasing commonality between these actioru and
SPRJNT in the future. However, the modes of operation and rnanagement of actions
are very different.
SME Action Plan
2.41 Many Community programmes, to varying degrees, have an explicit regard for the
needs of SMEs. Furthermore, under its Enterprise Policy the Commission has
developed a series of SME support meilsure;, which tackle the problems of all types
of SMEs across the board. Some of these actions such as BC-Net and Europartenariat,
like SPRINT, operate through intermediary organisations. Some of these
organisations, particularly those which provide a broad range of services, participate
in both Programmes. This has called for a considerable amount of liaison between
SPRINT and the SME Action Plan on partiorlar proirts.
Other relevant Community protrammes
2.42 There are areas of potmtial overlap between SPRINT and some other Community
programmes, nolably in the field of training (COMETT, EUROTECNET) and the
activitie of DGIII in the ar€a of nonns ard standards. The European Development
Furuds ard in partictrlar the PHARE ard PVD/ALA programmes of support for
development in Eastern and Cmtral Eutope, developing countries and Latin Anrerica
are likely to involve many activities of potential relevance io SPRINT.
Ys
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THE CONTEXT FOR THE SPRINT PROGRAMME
Introduction
The panel coruidered that it was only possible to review the SPRJNT programme
within the contst of the environment within whkh the actions operate. Therefore
one of the panel meetings was devoted to a discussion of the factors affecting
innovation and how these factors would be likely to change over the medium term.
Members felt that if it was to continue to be effective SPRINT must be sensitive to the
changes in the factors urrcerlying innovation and must respond flexibly to
developments in the environment affecting innovation.
This chapter of the report sumrnarise the conclusions of the panel's discussion on the
context within which SPRINT operat€s. It is divided into four sections dealing
respectively with:
the innovation process and barriers to innovation
the rationale for SPRINT
lilely developments in the sternal environment
implications for the future of the progmnrme.
Thc lnnoved(m pnxcsc
As a basis for working disrssion the panel adopted the following definitioru:
(D A prdrcl innoulin is the commercialisation of a technologically changed
product. Technological change occun when the design chancteristics of the
product changes in ways which deliver new or improved services.
3.3
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
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A prrcas innotntion ocors when there is a significant change in the technology
of production of an item. '[his may involve new equipment, new management
and organisation methods, or both.
Diffusion is the way in which innovations spread, through market or non-
marlcet channels. Without diffusion, an innovation will have no economic
impact.
Technology tnnsfer, which is not covered by the OECD definitions was taken
by the panel to include all activities concerned with the transforrnation of new
technology into innovation and the various means by which technological
knowledge is spread.
The panel felt strongly that there was a real need for an EC programme focusing
specifically on innovation, technology diffusion and technology transfer. While
Europe has sufficient capacity to develop new technology, the panel believed that it
lagged more in its capacity to rapidly apply new technology. In itseU this demands
public policy action. Additionally,likely changes in other Community programmes
reinforce the need for a programme to create a favourable environment for the
absorbtion of new technology by firrns. ln particular the possible shift within the
RTD Framework Programme towards development (as opposed to fundamental and
applied research) will require that more effort is devoted to technology transfer and
innovation if the full benefits of this investmmt are to be exploited.
While the focus of SPRINT should be technological innovation and is diffusion (as
defined above), the panel recognised that innovation (in particular process innovation)
requires management ard organisational changes. Indeed, innovation is much more
a managemmt than a technkal function While successful innovation management
requires technological competerrce on its own technological competence is insufficient
SPRINT actions should not, therefune, be Umit€d solely to technical issues but must
seek to operate on any part of the lnnovation proceoe where there is iustification for
public policy intervention.
3.4
3.5
V+
The panel was also aware of the dangers of basing policy actions too heavily on the
linear model, which assumes a linear progresion: research, invention, innovation,
diffusion. Such a model terds to emphasise the primacy of R&D arvd to pohcy
interventioru in support of R&D which assume that:
- the output of R&D will itself be directly useful, and
- wil feed through to the economy.
Similarly, the demanl pull model, while providing some useful insights, was also felt
to be simplistic. Under this model the rnarket s(erts pressure for technological
change which feeds back through the proces to the R&D stage.
Modern theories of innovation, for example the'thain-link" model prepared by Kline
& Rosenberg or the "innovation poles" model proposed by Michel Callon, envisage
a much more complex ard interactive process. Thee models embody a wide range
of factors which interact with each other within the innovation process, including:
- strategk decisions by firms about what rnarkets they wish to serve
all aspects of R&D prototyF design ard teting
non technological acdons by firms to develop concepts for new prodrrcts (for
example through brairutorming or through marlcet research)
the acqgisition of technology from other organisations (business and non-
business)
innovation embodied in capttal equipmmt
innovation in management methods arrd organisation
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- the environment for innovation (availability of capital, technical support,
regulations, local innovation support services etc)
- irutovation which can have a stront regional and/or sectoral dimension.
3.9 In addition modern theories stress the role of exbting as opposed to naa knowledge
as a source of innovative ideas ard as a prerequisite for successful innovation and
diffusion. There is often a failure to recognise sufficiently the role of existing
knowledge and an overemphasis on the development of new knowledge. It is well
known that the assimilation of new technology within an enterprise depends critically
on the level of existing knowledge about that technology and complementary
technologies. So, R&D has a role not only in the development of new technology but
also in the maintenance and enhancement of the body of knowledge. It is because
of the cmcial nahrre of knowledge that people are so important to the innovation
process; to a very large extent knowledge is embodied in inrdividuals.
3.10 The panel corsidered that while there were strong barriers to innovation the nature
of these bariers had not changed significantly in the recent past and that there was
no indication that they would change significantly witNn the medium term future.
Briefly the panel concluded that constraints on innovation derived from the
technological ard commercial risks involved. Any innovation involves technological
risk anl almost all involves commercial risk.
Innovation commonly involves investment and investment needs to be
funded. Depending on the t)'pe of furrCing (loan vs eqgity) the
business rnay become more susceptible to failure (through increased
fixed cosb).
Freqgently also innovation is linlcd to a change in the rale of the
business and a need to fird new markets. Again, this has inhermt
commerci,al ard thereby finamial risks.
These factors tend to combine sbongly in the case of new technology-based firms NTBFs).
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3.11 As regards barriers which are internal to the firm it was felt tlrat to some extent firms
are failing to spot appropriate new technologies, ie their technology ranning skills
are insufficiently developed. Of more significance are poorly developed innovation
rnanagement skills within busineses; ie the inability of firms to rnanage the process
efficiently deters them from innovating or exposes them to undue commercial risk
There are sevenl n€cessary elements to innovation marurgement including strategic
planning, marlceting and R&D the activity requires a great deal more than iust
technological skills. Firms' capabilities across the range of required expertise and
their abilities to integnte different skills are the main determinants of successful
innovation.
3.12 As far as external barriers are concerned any capital market rigidities which limit the
availability of risk capital will tend to reduce the rate of innovation. Similarly,any
economic factors that create rnarket fluctuations would be likely to reduce innovation
to the extent that economic fluctuatioru lead to change in the cost of capital and at
the same time changes in aggregate dernand arrC thereby the output of the innovating
enterprise.
The Prncl't utcttm€nt of thc ratlondc for SPRINT
3.13 The panel coruidered that the role for SPRJNT was iustifid on two grounds
3.14 First, if the Community is to improve its competitiveness vis A vis other rnapr trading
blocs in the world then collective action on technology transfer and innovation
between organisations in differmt Member States is necessary,
to supplement action ai national ard regional level;
to help improve innovation support in disadvantaged areas (and contrib'r,rte
to cohesion} and
to help eruiure that policy lessors learnt in one country are rapidly hansmitted
to and applied in all others.
(a)
G)
(c)
-f .c
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The mearu must exist for technological developments made in one Member State to
be rapidly disseminated and fd through to innovation in all others. Because of
market and irstitutional imperfections, in some fields of innovation ard in some
Member States zuch transnational links: not well developed, particularly in relation
to SMEs. It is iudged that many of these rnarlcet imperfectiors derive from
inadequate knowledge and that they decline significantly once organisatioru have
experierrce of working together.
3.15 Second, in a simil,ar way nuny of the barriers to innovation p€r se (for example, the
difficulty in funding innovation) derive from inadequate knowledge. Though they
may differ in degree all Member States suffer from such imperfections and this
justifies action at the Community level to encoumge the spread of best practice in
innovation support at national, regional and local level.
3.16 In its discussion the panel concurred with the rationale for SPRINT. The view of all
panel memberc was that there is a critical need forCommunity action to help develop
and exchange experience of trarunational technology trarufer ard to tackle some of
the common bariers to innovation ard technology transfer, and to contribtrte to
coheion. The panel considered that with practical experience rruny of the constraints
on technology transfer and innovation will decline.
3.17 However, for three reasons ttrc panel felt that SPRINT actions must be carefully
targeted.
(i) As descriH in the previous section much Community action in other fields
(most notably relating to the RTD Framework Programme, the Stmctural
Programme and in the SME sphere) has an influerre on irurovation and
technology transfer. It is well urrCer:stood that it would be impmAical to have
strict lines of dernarcation between SPRINT ard other prognmmes. Indeed
there are poeitive benefib in mutually reinforcing policies. However, the
panel felt that SPRINT mtut be positioned in relation to other programmes
such that:
-97
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total overlap is avoided;
SPRJNT initiatives reinforce and are reinforced by initiatives under
other programmes, ie programmes have a high degree of
complementarity; and
the lessoru learnt in running the only explicit innovation Protramme
are built upon to provide greater coherence in anrC understanding of
innovation.
All Member States also have programmes and initiatives which directly or
indirectly relate to innovation and technology transfer. ln a similar way
SPRINT actioru must complement national and regional measures, filling gaps
where they exist such that support of key asPects of innovation is available
throughout the Community. It must also concentrate on exchange of
experiences in innovation and technology transfer, and in public policy as it
relates to these activities, such that best practice techniques are quickly and
widely adopted. In this regard it is worth noting the strong regional
dimension of innovation support. In recent years the range of regional
development organisations involved with innovation and technology transfer
has increased very significantly. In this way the programme can help improve
coherence of national and regional innovation policies.
The environment within which innovation is taking place is a rapidly
changing one. The critical issue affecting the rate of irutovation are not
constant but shift with changes in the overall environment. To be most
effective SPRINT must be alert to these changes and focus its activitie where
they will have the greatet imPact.
To corrlude, SPRINT needs to sustain actions consistently over long periods (to
maximise impac$ but also be sufficiently flexible to cater for new/changing needs.
3.18 The last of the three sets of factors outlined above was selected for detailed dirussion
in one of the panels working sessions. The aim of this discussion was to help
identify key changes in the innovation environment ard by so doing to highlight
possible opPorhrnitie or needs for furure SPRINT action.
(ii)
(iii)
3.r9
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Part of the panel's discussion did focus ,on technological trends but this was not
pursued to any extent. It was felt that work in other parts of the Commission
(notably under FAST or SAST in DG)OD were more dLectly concerned with these
issues ard in any event doubt was expressed as to whether SPNNT should have a
technology'specific dimension. The gmeral view was that it should encounge
innovation aruC technology transferacnoss the board, concmtrating its activities on the
relief of specific constraints. However, it was felt that in terms of generating a
demonstration effect there rnay' be merit in clustering projects in a partictrlar
sector/technology or round a particrrlar bsue.
Contextud issues
There are a variety of background or contexhral issues which are likely to impact
strongly on economic life over the next ten years and which may, therefore, have an
important bearing on the context within which innovation takes place and maybe also
on the needs for different t)?es of innovation support actions. These can be dealt
with in four groups.
Gee'political issues
3.21 A range of geopolitical changes are evident at the present time, including the
emergence of sevenl strong Asia Pacific economies, and the development of a
contmon market in North and Central America. The change likely to have the most
important influerre in Europe is the breakup of the former Soviet Empire. Thgse
dramatic developments have several ramificatioru for the community.
Instabtlity
3.22 While potentially the members of CIS and the former satellites of the USSR constihrte
a large new market for the Community, they also are a rnairr force for instability.
Such instability will be exhibited in large capital (aid) flows, increased competition
from the memberc of the old Soviet Bloc (perhape even the dumping of some
products on the community rnarket) and economic migration (of people). To the
extent that instability is not conducive to innovation because it acts to increase rislg
3.20
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these changes are likely to slow down rather than speed up the rate of innovation.
But, they also represent a positive challenge for innovative solutions and newer fields
for action (for example economic restmcfirring anC the environment).
Defena conuersion
3.73 For similar reasons the defence poshrre of Member States is likely to change - shifting
from mairr nuclear and conventional forces designed to confront the Soviet Threat to
smaller rale, rapid reaction and peacekeeping forces. The overall outcome is tikely
to be a fairly substantial decline in defence expendirure. However as far as
innovation is concerned this effect is likely to be offset to some extent by the
increased technological complexity of defence equipment, ie technology will get a
large share of a smaller budget. At the same time many scientists and technologists
could be released from defence work Because of the concentration of defence
industries in partiorlar localities there is certain to be pressure to encourage and
facilitate conversion at the company level and to avoid the more painful process of
transferring resources through redundancy and closure. This poses some challenging
problems in relation to innovation and technology transfer, both in terms of the use
of deferre technology in the civil sphere and in terms of the management changes
needed to reorientate deferre businesses to civil worlc
The Single Marlcct
3.24 As the Single Market plays a more and more important role it is likely to irrrease the
pressure for innovation (ie the competition stimulus). At the same time it could
operate to create a degree of defensiveness as more and more national markets are
the subject of competition from firms of other Member Sates. This impact will be
particularly strondy felt in relation to government (public) procurement of goods and
services which to date has been afforded corsiderable de facto Protection. So, while
the pressure to irurovate will increase there may be some reluctance to collaborate on
technology transfer across national bourdaries.
_sY
Economic issue
Technology and comptitiveness
3.25 Technology has always been one of the means by which companies or nations achiel'e
a competitive advantage and thereby irrrease market share. But there are other
sourc€s of competitive advantagi9, for example control of privileged channels of
distribution, privileged acc€ss to mw materials, more skilled or hardworking laboua
or brand image. The general view is that technology has become one of the most
important sounce of competitive advantage ard that it is likely to become even more
so in future. The rate of innovation must, llherefore, increase.
Globalisp,tion
3.26 For many goods the rate of product change is such that it is only worthwhile to
market them on a global scale. Inr partiorlar, speruCing on R&D has become a rnajor
and necessary element within business overheads. This creates additional pressure
to reduce the time to market, and to minimise quality losses. So, the pace of
innovation has, in its€lf, become an important source of competitive advantage and
innovation itself has a shong transnational dimeruion.
I nterfirm relntionships
3.27 In hrrn this has implications for interfirm relatioruhipo. First, the costs of developing
new or enhanced products .;nd the need to market globally have encounged the
forrnation of strategic alliances between laqge btrsinesses. Secord, strategic linls
between large firms and small firms are an increasingly imporant m€ans by which
internadonal corporatioru obaln nome of the strengths of small busineses - abitity
to act qSrickly and to undertake R&D inexpensively. Third, the same set of pressures
have encouraged large companies to develop closer relatioruhips with their
comPonent suppliers. As well as coordinated production and the opention of iusFin-
time, such links are also shifting the resporuibility for product development down the
supplier chairr. Fourth, alliances between srnall firms or the formadon of groups of
srnall firms are, for similar reasons, becoming more cornmonplace.
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C ustomistion and senrice
3.28 Within all developed economies the growth of personal incomes has meant a steady
shift in economic activity from the production of tangible goods to the supply of
services. Additionally, consumen are also demarding increasing cttstomisation,
leading to an upourte in high quality crafted products (including clothing and
specialist food) and, at the other md of the spectrum, the deployment of flexible
manufacturing systems. ln the industrial sphere the reduced hardware costs and
greater reliability/performarrce associated with microprocessors have caused more
emphasis to be placed on accompanying services. All these changes have implications
for labour supply (greater skill, less routine activities), work organisation (less vertical
systems), and mana gement (more participative).
Sule clunges
g.2g Historically there has been a general shift towards larger rale business operations,
partiorlarly in rnanufacturing but also in services. The pressure for irrreased scale
has largely been technologically driven (technological economies of scale) though this
has often been accompanied by scale economies in rnarketing and distribtrtion. In
some s€ctots increasing production scale economies still aPPly but in many secton
modern production technology (like flexible manufacturing) has served to irrrease the
viability of srnall units. As hr as marketing is concerned the pressure to increase
scale rernairu stront although, as noted above, this can be addressed through
cooperation between businesses.
Population related issueg
The environmat and ttr citi6
3.30 There are a wide rante of environmental issues currently causing conceln, arising
from pollution generated by Member States and nearby countries, partictrlarly the
former members of the Soviet bloc. Specific environmental problems are faced by
cities. lndeed, large urban areas which face economic, social ard mvironmental
problenr,s, have become a rnapr issue in their own right. Maki.g cities attractive
places to live and work is one of the most important challenges facing industrial and
inrdustrialising countries.
_r C
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3.3r
Age, health and skilk
Europe has an aging population and in some Member States the rate of ieproduction
is insufficient to maintain the overall poptrlation level. This has obvious implicatioru
for the aSgregate demand for health senrice provision anrd for the nature of provision.
It also has implications for skill supply and the ease with which new skill needs can
be met. Most furdamental clunges in overall skill levels within a poptrlation occlrr
benryeen rather than within 6*neratioru. A, slow growing or static population thus
offers less prospect for introducing fundamr:ntal changes than a fast growing one. [f
Europe is to compete effectively with rnany Asian countries with continuing high
ntes of population growth it will need to fiind new m€nns of skill upgrading.
Business organisation and management isstl$;
Company anlture and leadership
With a shift away from vertical forms of organisation which have large numbers of
urskilled or semi-skilled at the base of the pyramid, the trerrl is towards flatter
structures involving fewer but better qualified people. This has important
implicatioru for the way in whkh staff are conholled and motivated. While a
company's competitive position rnay be sustained by technology the pace of change
is such that even a rnapr breakthrough does not offer an enduring advantage. The
need b to sustain a consistently fast mte of change and in turn this relies on an ability
to motrvate highly skilled individuals, not necessarily as individuats btrt as teams.
A similar point can be nrade about the capacity of business organisatioru to absorb
rapid technological change. Many managene are resistant to new technology with
which they are unhmiliar and generally feel more confident with the technology on
which they, themselves, trained. The ability to attract ard rnanage saff who are able
to implement change in technology is therefore a key management skill.
3.32
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Hybridised businas leaders
3'34 True entrepreneuts are, by definition, multidimersional and able to integrate a mnge
of elements to form a coherent business. The need for such runagens, rather than
nanow functionally based ones (such as production. finance or marketing) is
increasing. Bureaucratic rnanagement systems are incapable of fully integrating all
the elements necessary nor of acting sufficiently rapidly.
Concluciong
3.35 The brief discussion of the corutraints on innovation and the environment within
which innovation takm place provided some guidance on those aspects which
generally need to be afforded greater priority and where potentially SPRINT might
consider playing a role. Broadly, these can be summarised as follows:
- new methods of funding innovative businesses, especially new technology-
based firms (NTBFs)
- the reorientation of defence related enterprises and the civil exploitation of
defence technology
- treater involvement with emerging regionally-based organisations involved
in innovation and technology transfer
- large firm/srnall firm RTD and supplier lir*s
- innovation relating to cities
- irmovation related to skills acqgisition
. technology transfer via people transfer
- innovation in organisation and management
- innovation and economic change in the CIS and former Soviet satellites.
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3.35 'KAbove all, however, the panel's deliberations pointed to the need for continued action
to support the rate of innovation. It considered that the rationale for SPRJNT, based
on marlcet and irutitutional imperfections, remained valid'
v
ASSESSMENT OF SPRINT PROGRAMME
Introduction
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
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This section of the report presents the panel's ass€ssment of the orrrent SPRINT
Programme and sets out their views on the future development of the programme.
The assessment was conducted in three main ways.
First, the panel called various individuals concerned with the establishment and
operation of the prograrnme to give presentations about SPRINT as a whole and
about each of the main actions. These individuals included both Commission officials
and staff of the Technical Assistance Unit (TAU). The panel questioned those it called
at some length and are grateful to these individuals for their patience and, above all,
thet willingness openly to disctrss all the issues raised by the panel.
Second, the panel had advance access to a variety of docrrmentary material about the
overall Progtamme, including its rationale and obiectiv€s, ard about each action. This
material included inforrnation generated from routine monitorint activity. In the case
of two actions, Interfirm Networls arut RTO Networks, in addition the panel was
provided with copies of the interim output of large-scale evaluation shrdies, on which
it also received precentations from the consultants carrytng out these shrdies. Though
these studies had not reched a point at which detailed qgantitative results were
available the inforrnation provided was noneth€les very useful.
Third, between meetings panel members took the opportunity to make contact
(rnainly by telephone) with a nnge of crganisations in their respective Member States
which had knowledge of one or more aspects of the progmmme or, more gmenlly,
were knowledgeable about irurovation and technology transfer and policy measures
in this field. The panel is grateful to this wider group for their cooperation.
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In presenting the panel's ass€ssment of SPRINT this section is divided into four parts.
The first part comments on the rationale for action in the field of innovation and
technology transfer, on the overall iustification forCommunity action in this field, and
on the appropriate nature of that action. llhe second makes observations about the
main elements of the current SPRINT programme. (Because of presure of time the
panel did not give detailed corsidention to some of the minor parts of the
prognmme btrt rather discussed the general approach that these minor actions
embodied). The third part presents the panel's views on the future direction of
SPRINT and on possible new fields in which the programrne might engage in future.
The specific recommendations to the Commission arising from the ass€ssment are
summarised in the final part of this section.
The retionalc of SPRINT
It was felt strongly by all panel members that there is a clear need for Community
action in the field of innovation arui technology trarufer. The ultinute goal of all
Community action in the economic and industrial spheres, strongly reiterated at
Maastricht, must be tO imProve Europe's competitivenes. Increasing the pace of
development of technologf is a kLey element within the broad thrust of improving
Europe's competitive position b'ut technology development on its own is insufficient'
To be effective it must go hand in hand with the application of new technology. The
evidence from the World's most dynamic etonomies is that the pace of innovation
and the pace at which new technology is transfered throughout the economic system
are the keys to succegs.
The panells 6rm view was that the Community lags behind rnany other regions of the
World irn its rate of innovation and technology transfer. In partictthr irmovative
activity in the SME sector is innrfficient due to a variety of corstraints enumerat€d
in Section 3 of this report.
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4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
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The panel was well aware that several other Community prograrxlrnes, most notably
the RDT Framework Programme arul within it particularly sonne of the specific
programmes such as VALUE, actions in the SME sphere ard the Regional
Programme, are to some degree concerned with innovation (and to a leser extent
with technolog;y trarufer). Indeed their involvement in the field of innovation has
irrreased in recent years. This increased interest in imovation was welcomed by the
panel which felt that there was still rope to pay greater attention to innovation in
these and other programmes. However, the panet was unanimous in its wish that
there should be a separate and distinct proganrme dedicated to improving the pace
of innovation and technology transfer within the Community. The ultimate aim of
the programme should be to improve European competitivenes.It should seek to do
so by creating the conditions in which businesses (most particularly SMEs) and other
organisations take uP new technology and so become more competitive. SPRINT
therefore is seen as the creation of pathways through which technology flows to users
in order to meet btrsiness arrC wider societal needs. [n seeking to increase the rate of
flow of technology the panel was in strong agreement with SPRINT's demand-led
philosophy and accepted the three rnain obiectives of the programme (see p.ngraph
2.4t.
The panel was made awane of the possibility that SPRINT might be integrated into
the RDT Framework Programme, principally for administrative reasons. The panel
was broadly nzuhal towards such a possibility. It felt that integration with the
Framework Prognmme could have a beneficial effect in terms of improving the links
with technology development activity and in raising the profile of SpRINT,
partioilarly within the Commiseion itself where knowledge of the programme is often
poor. However, there is a danger that such a move would dilute SPRINT's distinctive
role in the innovation and technology trarsfer field and the panel strongly proposed
that a clear idmtity for SPRINT should be rnaintained.
4.10 The panel strcss€d the need for SPRJNT actions to take account of the integrated
nature of the lnnovation Procqs. Successful innovation can involve many component
activities, including strategic hrstnecs planning, technology assessment, oqganisational
change, nranagement development, accessing sources of capital and technical training.
AU firms need to lnnovate and for some firms innovation is the total key to
4.9
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competitiveness, ie it is a perrnanent prtress for which sprialist skills, inside and
outside the firm, are needed. SPRJNT's role is to nise the profile of innovation and
technology transfer, to reduce the barriers to innovation (for example, by stimulating
venture capital provision), to help b'trild an inftastructure for irmovation and
technology hansfer and to assist firrns to gain competence in this field of activity.
4.11 SPRINT also has an important role ln relation to public Policy at both national and
particrrlarly regional level. It is vital that the experience of operating measures in
support of innovation and technologilt transfer is shared across the Community. I;or
these reasons it was felt that SPRJNT would need to use a variety of instruments and
seek to influence a nrnge of actors in the innovation and technology transfer Process:
innovating firms themselves, trarsfer agents, producers of new technology
(partinrlarty NTBFs), financial instihrtioru, business and other associations, and
economic development agencies. ln view of the importarre of this field for European
competitivenes the panel considered that there was considerable scope for and merit
in an overall expansion in the progrztmme budget. It was, however, aware of the
danger of too complex a programme ard made a number of proposals to help remedy
this sitution.
4.12 The panel would lile forrnally to comment on one aspect of SPRINT: the quality and
commitment of the Commission officials who run the programme and of the
Technical Assistant Unit that helps them to do so. The corsultations by panel
members within their respective Member States confirmed this positive impression.
The only negative comments recorded related to the slow payment (very slow in
nuny cases) of orpnisations nrpported urder the programme and of contractors.
There is a danger that inadequate finarrial administration will adversely affect
SPRINT's high reputation tf thls i$ue is not addressed seriously and quickly.
Assessment of individual actions
Specific projects
6:
4.13 The action to support specific projects, like many of the SPRJNT initiatives, is an
experimental one. The panel corsidered it to be an interesting and worthwhile
approach. Through the nature of the action (providing financial support to particular
technology difftrsion projects involving defined gpouF of end usem - rnainly SMEs),
it has both a sPecific impact on thoee involved with each proi€rt ard a more genenl
impact on technology trarsfer through a demonstration effect. The panel judged that
it should continue in expanled form but that, in the light of the experience gained,
there was some scope for change. In particrrlar:
the time horDon for some prolects has been too long and the action might
beneficially focw more on proiects with a much shorter period from
cornmerrcement to irnplementation;
fiom the outset fuxns in which the innovatiors will eventually be applied
should have a greater financial involvement. Through this mears the action
would be liP.ely to s€carre a higher rate of takeup of the technology in
question and to lead to shorter timescales;
in order to facilitate a demorstration effect more emphasis should be ptrt on
support of clusters of projects, for example in partinrlar s€ctonr/technologies
or around partiodar issues, such as defeme conversion or urban problems;
this action should seek to learn from the resulb of EIlvtS, making
modifications to its operations where appropriate, and also to feed into the
EII{S knowledge base about innovation and technology trarsfer.
4.14 In addition, the panel was also concerned that SPRINT should begin to give thought
to an exit stratety for this element of the programme. The aim should be to
demonshate the benefits of this form of activity, not to suboidise it on a permanent
basis. SPRJNT should, therefore, begin to prepare the ground for changes which
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would tre likely to lead to a continuation in this form of collaborative innovation
proi€rt after this action ceas€s to operate. l\ possible idea suggested by the panel was
to increase the proportion of the cost of a project borne by the evenh,nl beneficiaries
(the SMEs in which the innovation is applied) to a point where project lead
organisations might consider launching proiects becatrse they are finarcially viable
without support. In addition the panel I'elt that consideration should be given to
introducing a finarrcial intermediary to fund proiects on a commercial basis.
Network developmmt and support
Transclional networls of interfirm technologrl.ul cmpration
4.15 The main points arising from the interinr report on the evaluation of this action,
which were put to the panel, are summarised as follows:
the action has succeeded in developing networks across Europe involving
mainly public sectoreconomic development organisations, technology transfer
agents ani university industrial liaison officers;
public sector bodies have tmded to use the rteme as a broad tool for
developing their relatiorships with comparable organisations in other areas
and have tended to perceive their role in technology transfer mainly as one
of providing information of potential opporhrnities to prospective usets;
private sector atents, on the other hand, tmd to become much more actively
involved ln assisting in the transfer process;
partly as a consaquence of this many mixed public ard private actots face
problems in working together within a network;
relatively ferv agreemmts have been corrluded and many of these are of a
commercial, not technological narure, egmarketingordistributionagreements;
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- while cooperation between rnany partners would be likely to continue in the
absence of SPRINT funding there would not be great enthusiasm for
experierred actots to continue to cooperate with their less experienced
counterparb.
4.16 The panel Members felt that their own investigatioru accorded with those of the
evaluation. They considered that less emphasis should be given to technology
agreements and more should be given to building experience and competence of
organisations engagrng in technology transfer. In practice this will entail a major
reorientation with much increased focus on such aspects as training networking of
networks and exchange of experience.
RTO nettpork
4.17 The interim evaluation report on this action provided the following findingp to the
panel:
the action has led to increased levels of cooperation between RTos, many of
whom previonsly had opented only within their national context;
inexperierred RTOS, in particular, would have been highly unlikely to have
collaborated in the absence of supporU
in most cases collaborating RTos successfully completed the information
gathering and procesing aspects of their proFts. However, dissemination
to end user businesses is less evident, partiorlarly in earlier proiecls where less
emphasis was given to the dissemination element;
virtually all participating RTOs gained in competence in some way as a
consequence of collaboration. The competence gain among less experienced
RTOs has been partiolarly marked;
CC
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- while collaboration among experienced RTOs would continue (and in many
cases has done so), without support from SPRINT, it is less likely that the
experierrced would continue to collaborate with the less experimced.
4.18 The panel accepted the findings and considered that it might be possible to improve
the opention of the action with some modifications. Most notably it felt that more
emphasis should be placed on dissemination at the proiect deign and appnisal
stages, ard that this aspect of proiects should be more closely monitored. It also felt
that there was scope for focusing support on a more coherent set of proirts, ie
introducing a more strategic dimension. This might be achieved, for example, by
concentrating on particular type of innovation or particular inrCustries. On the issue
of skill enhancement among inexperienced RTOs the panel felt that this was an
important issue which needs to be addressed.
Danloryents of nant netutork
4.19 The panel corsidered that the two networks that SPRINT has helped to establish
(EACRO and ET ROTECH) have been very successful, partiorlarly in sharing expertise
between organisatioru with differing levels of experierre. It felt that such assistance
towards new networlc in defined fields of innovation and technology trarufer should
continue. But, it is important that help is temporary, and limited to assisting the
launch and establishment of networks. It should not provide long-term support.
Scicnce prk cottsultanq xhetw
4.n Again, while this rheme is in its early stages the panel was attracted to the principles
underlying the inltiative:
the rlse of centres of expertise within the Community to assist the lcss
experienced to develop their ideas and plans; ard,
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- the encouragement of those corsidering comparatively largerale capital
projects to undertake proper market assessments and formulate a detailed
plan prior to proceeding.
4.21 Some concerns were expressed about the pmctical operation of the rheme, most
particularly the lack of coherence of some expert teams and the narow experience of
some experts.
4.22 Nevertheless the panel's view was that this action should continue and that additional
means should be found of pooling the Communit/s experience of rierrce parks and
similar initiatives. A possible action is the formation of networks of such initiatives.
Technoloey perfonrunce financing scheme
4.23 Although it is in its early stage the panel iudged that it was worthwhile focusing on
this experimental rheme because it embodies some interesting features, potentially
applicable to future SPRINT actions. The particular distinguishing features of the
scheme are:
the risk sharing arrangem€nt between producers of technology, users and
financial institutions; ard
the possibility, if the ocperiment is successful, that it could be adopted (in a
simihr or dlfferent form) by financial institutions on a widepread basis.
4.24 So, potentially the scheme embodies an exit strategy and a capacity for largerale
application of a technique, developed from the SPRINT experiment.
4.23 The panel's a$€ssment was that the scheme entailed considerable risks btrt, becatrse
of its leverage potential it was keen to see the experiment continued. hior to any
extension to TPR however, the pilot initiative must be fully and carefully evaltrated.
The panel also felt that SPRINT should seek addilional ways of stimulating the
provision of commercial sources of finance for innovation and technology trarufer, a
lack of suitable finance being a maiJr barrier in this field, in particrrlar in relation tc
the funding of new technology-based firms (NTBFs).
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Best practice in rnanagement techniques
4.26 SPRINT has trsed a variety of approaches, including conferences arid s€minars,
comparative studies, publicatioru and sponsoring of competitions to promote the
development of knowledge ard spread of best practice in innovation runagement
techniques. The panel was very supportive of action in this field ard felt that such
assistance could beneficially be extended to a wider range of aspects of innovation
rrurrugement. In particular there is a need to recognise innovation as a systemic
process, important for all firms (and inteed non-business organisatiors) and vital for
many. The main thrust of furure actions should be to stimulate the demand for and
promote the development of a strong private sector providing help on a commercial
basis to SMEs, rather than increases in the amount of free or heavily subsidised
support provided by public sector bodies.
European innovation monitorins system (EIMS)
4.27 The panel considered that EIMS was very important to the SPRINT Programme. It
provides a basis for the development of knowledge about both the innovation proc€ss
at the enterprise level and about the operation of policy meilsures to foster innovation;
it also provides mechanisms for the dissemination of this knowledge and the adoption
of best practice. Within the SPRINT programme, EIN4S draws knowledge from other
actioru, provides feedback on the better operation of these actions and generate and
tests ideas for possible future actions. Using EIMS, SPRJNT has the capacity to
develop its role as the focal point of best practice in the innovation and technology
transfer sphere wlthin the Community arxl more widely. As well as facilitating the
evolution of a more effective SPRINT prognmme, EIIvtS also offers the prospect of
assisting other programmes at the Community level, at Member State and regional
level ard in other areas, for example those covered by PHARE and the EFTA
countries.
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4.28 The panel made a number of specific comments about EIMS to help guide its future
development:
the rheme mwt be internation ' in its orientation anrd not be limited to
drawing its experience only from the Community. There are higtrly pertinent
lessons to be drawn from other areas of the world and there is every merit in
SPRINT tapping into this wider network In partiorlar the US, Japan and
other Asian countries provide some worthwhile insights into the innovation
process and innovation support policies;
through EIMS support SPRINT must seek to interest more and collaborate
with other Community programmes;
EIlvlS should p"y full regard to the regional and sectoral dimensiors of
innovation and technology transfer, including the trend for support for these
functions to be delivered on a regional basis;
through work under EIMS, SPRINT should seek to raise its profile anrd achieve
full and widepread recognition as a centre of excellence;
in due course, as with other SPRINT actions, EIlvtS should be subiect to a
thorough evaluation.
Generd commentc on thc futurc devclopment of SPRINT
The panel did not feel il appropriate to rnake proposals about specific new actioru
which should be launched by SPRINT. It corsidered that it could make the most
effective contribtrtion by commenting on existing actions (as in the previous part of
this section) and by suggestint some guiding principles which will direct the
Commission in formulating plaru for the future of the protramme. Such principles
are based on the panel's delibentions on crrrrent actions and its more general
dinrssions about the environment within which innovation occrrnl ard the barders
to innovation, as well as the particular perspectives each panel member had on the
innovation process (financial, policy mterprise level etc). The panel was strongly of
the view that SPRINT cannot stard still. To date the programme has been an
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innovative one and it must continue to innovate - to develop new actions in the light
of experience, to take account of increased knowledge about innovation and
technology transfer anrC to be flexible to developments in the external environment.
The guidelines for future actiors developecl by the panel are as follows:
Emphasis should be given to the testing ard development of new techniques
in the irurovation sphere (of which TPF is a good example), rather than the
continuing support of approaches tlnt would not survive without long tenn
intervention. In practice this means that for most of its actions SPRINT mrrst
have a well formulated exit strategy. It also means that SPRINT must
continue itself to be innovative and be prepared to support experiments.
Most partictrlarly using EIlv{S but also through other actions SPRINT must
strive to become, and be recognised as, the focal point of best practice in the
field of irurovation. To do this it must also become more international in its
orientation.
The prognmme must give full recognition to the fact that most innovation
occurs within a sectoral, regional or local context. It must therefore be
prepared to operate at these levels but wilhin the corutraints of subeidiarity.
Many of the curent actioru are extremely manatement-interuive. That is,
they involve the commitrnent of a lot of time and effort on the part of SPRINT
officials and the staff of the Technical Assistance Unit. The Commission must
recognise this fact ard ensure that SPRINT is saffed accordingly, and also that
It has the resources and the flexibility to bring in sternal expertise as and
when it is needed.
As to SPRINT itself there must h a proper balance between actions that
require considerable rnanatement effort ard those which are more easy to
administer, for example those operated through intermediaries. Care should
be taken not to engage in new actiors without the necessary manatement in
place to support them adequately.
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The programme should continue to lay stress on the transfer of expertise and
practical experience within the Community. It must, however, recognise that
expertise is not uniformly spread across Member States ard inevitably this
means assisting the experierrd to help the less experierred as well as
collabora tive partnershipo.
(vii) Many current SPRINT actions are based on collaboration. While the panel
supporb the principle of collaboration it coruiders that at the enterprise level,
particularly among SMEs (where SPRINT actioru should be focus€d) a much
stronger motivating force is competition. Future actions should therefore seek
to use the competitive spirit more strongly.
(viii) No orrrent prograrnmes are concerned directly with new technology-based
firms NTBFs). However, it is well understood that NTBFs are of tremendous
importance to innovation ard SPRJNT should consider what it might do
specifically with this sector of business.
There is a particular need for increased innovation in the new democracies of
Central and Eastern Europe. ln general these economies are typified by a high
level of (often misdirected) research activity and low levels of innovation.
SPRINT should consider developing in this part of the World, either through
exterding some existing actions to these countries, or, in coniurrtion with
PHARE, by developing new ones.
Summery of rcconrmcndetionr
4.n In this final part of the mid-term review report the panel's recommendations, as
discussed in the first part of this review, are presented in sumrnary form. Formally,
these are directed to the Commission though they are obviously relevant to the
deliberatiors of CIT, SPRINT's managelnent committee, and SPRINT officials
themselves. For ease of reference the recommendations are presented in two troups:
those concerned with the overall protramme and is fuhrre direction, and those
concerned with partiorlar actioru.
(vi)
(ix)
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Recommendetione concerning thc overell progremm€
There is a clear rationale for Community action in support of innovation and
technology transfer and a need to nise the profile of this activity by having a distinct
programme devoted to it. If $PRINT is integrated into the RDT Framework
programme the Commission must guard against the loss of distinctiveness of SPRINT.
The crrrrent obiectives of SPRINT should bc maintained and the prognmme should
continue to carry out its task by engaging in a variety of different forms of action.
The importance of innovation ard technology transfer to competitiveness iustifies an
expansion of the SPRINT budget.
In the deign of future actions the following guidelines should be followed:
more emphasis should be given to the testing arrC development of new
approache to innovation support and promotion and less to engaging in
actioru which require long-term support;
SPRINT mwt become more international in its orientation in support of its
development as a focal point of bet practice in the irurovation and technology
transfer sphere;
there must be a preparedness to operate at regional and sectoral levels;
collaboration between SPRINT and national innovation promotion
organisatioru should be strengthened wherever appropriate;
the Commission must ensure that SPRINT is adequately staffed, or otherwise
resourced, to meet the heavy manatement dernands of its programme;
SPRINT itself must avoid sproding its management resources too thinly and,
in the short term, effect a significant improvement in its financial managemmt
procedures;
la
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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- the programme should consider specific measures to develop the capacity of
the inexperienced actors;
- there should be more emphasis on exploiting competition as a motivation for
innovation and correspondingly less emphasis on collaboration;
- consideration should be given to formulating actiors specifically focusing on
NTBFs, partiailarly in rehtion to financing of these businesses;
- SPRINT should be provided with the resources to assist with innovation and
technology transfer support in Central and Eastern Europe.
Recommendetions on current ectione
Specific proiects
(5) As a means of making this elemmt of the programme more demard-oriented there
should be increased focus on proFt$
- which have a short time horizou
- in which the evmtual beneficiaries have a significant financial involvemenq
and
- which are clustered in partianlar sectors/technologies or around particular
issues.
(6) Early thought should be given to an exit strateg;y which, over a perid, wouH enable
SPRINT to withdraw from funding specific proiects br.rt which wouH ensure that this
acdvity continues without suppon.
1Y
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Network suDDort measures
I nterfirm cmperatbn netunrk
0 More emphasis should be placed on br,rilding the competence and experience of
bodies involved in technology trarufer and less on technology agreements.
RTO nettlrr;k
(8) More emphasis should be placed on the dissemination phase of proicts supported
under this action, both at the appraisal stage and during monitoring.
(9) Specific measures should be formulated to strengthen weaker RTOs in the
Community and enhance coherence.
Science prk cotsultanq xhenu
(10) This scheme should be continued though SPRINT should eHmine carefully some
operational aspects to ensure that the expert panels are able to provide the best
possible guidance to proposed new scierre parks.
( I I ) The scheme should be carefully evaluated to provide the necessary knowledge to help
improve the operation of this rheme and the design of future similar schemes
involving the pooling of expertise.
(J2) Consideration should be given to supporting the formation of networks of scierrce
parks
Danloryatt of nao networb
(13) SPRINT should not provide long+erm support to the two curmt networks it helped
to establish but should work towards eruuring that they become self-sufficient.
)-r^
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(14) It should actively seek further opportunities to help establish such networks but again
be careful not to become locked into the provision of long-term support.
Technoloty perforrnance contracting
(15) This rheme should be maintained but the results of the current pilot inifrative should
be fully evaluated.
Best practice in rnanaqement techniques
(16) Activities in this sphere should be extended to other aspects of innovation
manatement.
(17) Emphasis should be placed on stimulating the demand for and promoting the
development of a commercial innovation support capability throughout the
Community.
Eurooean Innovation Monitorine Svstem
(18) This part of the plotramrne should be developed and should be oriented towards the
following:
- greater international orienlation, in particular assimilating innovation
experierre from the US, fapan ard other dynamic Asian economies;
- more interaction with other Community Progtammc;
- a greater regional and sectoral dimension;
- the use of EIMS to raise the overall profile of SPRINT.
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APPENDIX A
Background infonnation eupplied by SPRINT
BACKGROUND INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO THE PANEL BY SPRINT
Information on the SPRJNT Programme
15 fuly 1991
E July 1997
February 1991
January 1992
January 192
lanuary 1992
August 192
August l99l
Eur 11819 1989
EUR 11349 19BE
April 1991
September l99t
?+
SPRINT - Mid-term Status Report
SPRINT - Profile
Committee on Innovation and Technology Trarsfer and its thernatic
working groups
Specific Projects for Intra{ommunity Innovation Trarsfer - 1989 and
1990 Calls for Proposals
Specific Proiects for Intra{ommunity Innovation Trarufer - Projrt
Synopsis
Specific Projects for Intra{ommunity Innovation Trarufer - Review
and possible future orientation (dnft)
Specific ProFrts for Intra{ommunity Innovation Transfer - Accepted
projects and proiects under negotiation
Overview of Agreements resulting from SPRINT Technology Transfer
Networks 79un-"1987
Introducing lnnovation into Europe's Traditional Industries - The
SPRJNT network of indwtrial reearch organisatiors
Innovating across Europe - The SPRINT network for inter-firm
cooperation
SPRINT Crs€ Studi€s: Six transnational technology transfer agreements
SPRINT Network of Research ard Technology Organisations for
Technology Dffusion
The European network for technological inter-firm cooperation : proict
synopsis
Science Park Consultancy Scheme : list of projec'ts with negotiations in
Progress
Networks for transnational technological inter-firm cooPeration :
overview of agreements achieved by networks C49 ard C295
a(
Other inforrnation
16 August 1989
oltz3e
6 September 1991
OECD
15 February 1991
OECD
cEC COM(90)158
29 May 1990
Second report on the application of the Council decision of 28 July 1989
Draft report from the Commission on the coordination of activities in
favour of SMEs falling outside the scope of Council drision
89/490/EEC
(Draft) OECD proposed guidelines for collecting and interpreting
innovation data (Oslo Manual)
Ad hoc group of the Courrcil on the Technology/Economy Programme
(TEP) : report of a high-level group of experts
Working document of the Commission : Small and medium-sized
enterprises and community activities in the field of Research and
Technology Development
VALUE Programme: Mid-Term Review
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APPENDIX B
Abbreviatione
7,OABBREVIATIONS
ANVAR Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche
BC-NET Business Corporation Network
BRITE Basic Research in Industrtal Technologies for Europe
BTG British Technology Group
CDTI Centro para el Desarrollo Technologico Industrial
CIS Commonwealth of Indepnndent States
CIT Committee for lnnovation and Technology Transfer
CNR Consiglio nazionale delle ricerche
COMETI Community Action Programme in Education and Training for
Technology
DG XII Directorate General for Science, Research and Development
DG XIII Directorate General for Telecommunications, Information
Industries and Innovation
DIC Danish Invention Centre
EACRO European Association of Contract Research Organisations
EC European Community
ECU European Currency Unit
EIMS European Innovation Monitoring System
EOLAS The Irish Science and Technolo{ty Agency
ERDF European Regional Development Fund
ESPRff European Strategic Programme for Research and Development
in Information Technology
EUROTECH Network of national research and development organisations
including ANVAR (R, BTG (UK), DIC (DK), CNR 0), EOLAS(IRL), FI{G (D),IRSL/IWONL (B), tTE (GR), Luxinnovation (L),
TNO (NL),INICT (P), IMPI/CDTI (E)
,Pt\l
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EIJROTECNET EuropeanTechnicalNetwork
EVCA European Venture Capital .Association
FI\ST Forecasting and Assessment in the field of Science and
Technology
FF{G Fraunhofer Gesellschaft
ItvtPI Instituto de la Pequena y mediana empresa indtrstrial
INTERREG Community Initiative cnncerning border areas
IRSIA/IWONL Institute for the Encouragement of Scientific Research in Industry
and Agriculture
ITE lnstitute for Technolqgical Applications
INICT funta nacional de investigacao cientifica e tecnologica
M.ECU Million ECU
N:|BF New Technology Based Firm
OIiCD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
PTIARE Poland Hungary: Actions for Eqcnomic Reconversion
RID Research and Tedrnological Development
R'II) Research and Technology Organisations
SA,ST Strategic Analyses in Science and Technolqfy
StvtE Small and medium sized enterprise
SPRINT Strategic Programme for Innovation and Technology Transfer
STRIDE Science and Technology for Regional lnnovation and
Development in Europe
ThlO Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research
TPF Technology Performance Financing
TT Day Technology Transfer Day
